
“Circuit Analysis”.

In Section 1 of this course you will cover these topics:
Introduction

Current And Voltage

Resistance

Ohms Law, Power, And Energy

Topic : Introduction

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Define Electrical circuit

 Discuss Design methods

 Learn about the Electrical laws

 Learn about the Nodal Analysis

 Learn about the Loop or Mesh Analysis

 Learn about the concept of Superposition

 Learn about Source Transformation

 Learn about Thvenin's and Norton's Theorems
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Definition/Overview:

Electrical circuit: An electrical circuit is a network that has a closed loop, giving a return path

for the current. A network is a connection of two or more components, and may not necessarily

be a circuit .

Key Points:

1. Design methods

To design any electrical circuit, either analog or digital, electrical engineers need to be able to

predict the voltages and currents at all places within the circuit. Linear circuits, that is, circuits

with the same input and output frequency, can be analyzed by hand using complex number

theory. Other circuits can only be analyzed with specialized software programs or estimation

techniques. Circuit simulation software, such as VHDL and HSPICE, allows engineers to design

circuits without the time, cost and risk of error involved in building circuit prototypes.

2. Electrical laws

A number of electrical laws apply to all electrical networks. These include

 Kirchhoff's current law: The sum of all currents entering a node is equal to the sum of all

currents leaving the node.

 Kirchhoff's voltage law: The directed sum of the electrical potential differences around a

loop must be zero.

 Ohm's law: The voltage across a resistor is equal to the product of the resistance and the

current flowing through it (at constant temperature).
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 Norton's theorem: Any network of voltage and/or current sources and resistors is

electrically equivalent to an ideal current source in parallel with a single resistor.

 Thvenin's theorem: Any network of voltage and/or current sources and resistors is

electrically equivalent to a single voltage source in series with a single resistor.

Other more complex laws may be needed if the network contains nonlinear or reactive

components. Non-linear self-regenerative heterodyning systems can be approximated. Applying

these laws results in a set of simultaneous equations that can be solved either by hand or by a

computer.

3. Thvenins Theorem

In electrical circuit theory, Thvenin's theorem for linear electrical networks states that any

combination of voltage sources, current sources and resistors with two terminals is electrically

equivalent to a single voltage source V and a single series resistor R. For single frequency AC

systems the theorem can also be applied to general impedances, not just resistors. The theorem

was first discovered by German scientist Hermann von Helmholtz in 1853, but was then

rediscovered in 1883 by French telegraph engineer Lon Charles Thvenin (18571926). This

theorem states that a circuit of voltage sources and resistors can be converted into a Thvenin

equivalent, which is a simplification technique used in circuit analysis. The Thvenin equivalent

can be used as a good model for a power supply or battery (with the resistor representing the

internal impedance and the source representing the electromotive force). The circuit consists of

an ideal voltage source in series with an ideal resistor.

4. Calculating the Thvenin equivalent

To calculate the equivalent circuit, one needs a resistance and some voltage - two unknowns.

And so, one needs two equations. These two equations are usually obtained by using the

following steps, but any conditions one places on the terminals of the circuit should also work:
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 Calculate the output voltage, VAB, when in open circuit condition (no load resistor -

meaning infinite resistance). This is VTh.

 Calculate the output current, IAB, when the output terminals are short circuited (load

resistance is 0). RTh equals VTh divided by this IAB.

 The equivalent circuit is a voltage source with voltage VTh in series with a resistance

RTh.

The Thvenin-equivalent voltage is the voltage at the output terminals of the original circuit.

When calculating a Thvenin-equivalent voltage, the voltage divider principle is often useful, by

declaring one terminal to be Vout and the other terminal to be at the ground point.The Thvenin-

equivalent resistance is the resistance measured across points A and B "looking back" into the

circuit. It is important to first replace all voltage- and current-sources with their internal

resistances. For an ideal voltage source, this means replace the voltage source with a short

circuit. For an ideal current source, this means replace the current source with an open circuit.

Resistance can then be calculated across the terminals using the formulae for series and parallel

circuits.

5. Nortons Theorem

Norton's theorem for electrical networks states that any collection of voltage sources, current

sources, and resistors with two terminals is electrically equivalent to an ideal current source, I, in

parallel with a single resistor, R. For single-frequency AC systems the theorem can also be

applied to general impedances, not just resistors. The Norton equivalent is used to represent any

network of linear sources and impedances, at a given frequency. The circuit consists of an ideal

current source in parallel with an ideal impedance (or resistor for non-reactive circuits).
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6. Calculation of a Norton equivalent circuit

The Norton equivalent circuit is a current source with current INo in parallel with a resistance

RNo. To find the equivalent,

 Find the Norton current INo. Calculate the output current, IAB, when a short circuit is the

load (meaning 0 resistance between A and B). This is INo.

 Find the Norton resistance RNo. When there are no dependent sources (i.e., all current

and voltage sources are independent), there are two methods of determining the Norton

impedance RNo.

o Calculate the output voltage, VAB, when in open circuit condition (i.e., no

load resistor meaning infinite load resistance). RNo equals this VAB divided

by INo. or

o Replace independent voltage sources with short circuits and independent

current sources with open circuits. The total resistance across the output port

is the Norton impedance RNo.

o However, when there are dependent sources, the more general method must

be used. This method is not shown below in the diagrams.

o Connect a constant current source at the output terminals of the circuit with a

value of 1 Ampere and calculate the voltage at its terminals. The quotient of

this voltage divided by the 1 A current is the Norton impedance RNo. This

method must be used if the circuit contains dependent sources, but it can be

used in all cases even when there are no dependent sources.

7. Superposition Theorem

The superposition theorem for electrical circuits states that the total current in any branch of a

bilateral linear circuit equals the algebraic sum of the currents produced by each source acting

separately throughout the circuit. To ascertain the contribution of each individual source, all of

the other sources first must be "killed" (set to zero) by:
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 Replacing all other voltage sources with a short circuit (thereby eliminating difference of

potential. i.e. V=0)

 Replacing all other current sources with an open circuit (thereby eliminating current. i.e.

I=0)

This procedure is followed for each source in turn, then the resultant currents are added to

determine the true operation of the circuit. The resultant circuit operation is the superposition of

the various voltage and current sources. The superposition theorem is very important in circuit

analysis. It is used in converting any circuit into its Norton equivalent or Thevenin equivalent.

8. Nodal Analysis

Nodal analysis is generally best in the case of several voltage sources. In nodal analysis, the

variables (unknowns) are the "node voltages.:

 Label the N node voltages. The node voltages are defined positive with respect to a

common point (i.e., the reference node) in the circuit generally designated as the ground

(V = 0).

 Apply KCL at each node in terms of node voltages.

 Use KCL to write a current balance at N-1 of the N nodes of the circuit using assumed

current directions, as necessary. This will create N-1 linearly independent equations.

 Take advantage of supernodes, which create constraint equations. For circuits containing

independent voltage sources, a supernode is generally used when two nodes of interest

are separated by a voltage source instead of a resistor or current source. Since the current

(i) is unknown through the voltage source, this extra constraint equation is needed.

 Compute the currents based on voltage differences between nodes. Each resistive element

in the circuit is connected between two nodes; the current in this branch is obtained via

Ohm's Law where Vm is the positive side and current flows from node m to n (that is, I is

m --> n).
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9. Loop or Mesh Analysis

Mesh (loop) analysis is generally best in the case of several current sources. In loop analysis, the

unknowns are the loop currents. Mesh analysis means that we choose loops that have no loops

inside them.

 Label each of the loop/mesh currents.

 Apply KVL to loops/meshes to form equations with current variables.

 For N independent loops, we may write N total equations using KVL around each loop.

Loop currents are those currents flowing in a loop; they are used to define branch

currents.

 Current sources provide constraint equations.

 Solve the equations to determine the user defined loop currents.

10. Superposition

In any linear circuit containing multiple independent sources, the current or voltage at any point

in the network may be calculated as the algebraic sum of the individual contributions of each

source acting alone.

 For each independent voltage and current source (repeat the following):

 Replace the other independent voltage sources with a short circuit (i.e., v = 0).

 Replace the other independent current sources with an open circuit (i.e., i = 0).

 Note: Dependent sources are not changed!

 Calculate the contribution of this particular voltage or current source to the desired output

parameter.

 Algebraically sum the individual contributions (current and/or voltage) from each

independent source.
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11. Source Transformation

An ac voltage source V in series with an impedance Z can be replaced with an ac current source

of value I=V/Z in parallel with the impedance Z. An ac current source I in parallel with an

impedance Z can be replaced with an ac voltage source of value V=IZ in series with the

impedance Z. Likewise, a dc voltage source V in series with a resistor R can be replaced with a

dc current source of value i = v/R in parallel with the resistor R; and vice versa.

Topic : Current And Voltage

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Understand the concept of Current in a metal wire

 Learn about the Drift Speed of Electric Charges

 Learn about the Conventional Current

 Learn about the Overview of Voltage and Voltage Drop

 Learn about the Voltage drop in direct current circuits

 Learn about the Voltage drop in alternating current circuits

Definition/Overview:

Electric current: Electric current is the flow of electric charge. The electric charge may be

either electrons or ions. The SI unit of electric current intensity is the ampere. Electric current is

measured using an ammeter.
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Current Density: Current density is a measure of the density of flow of a conserved charge.

Usually the charge is the electric charge, in which case the associated current density is the

electric current per unit area of cross section, but the term current density can also be applied to

other conserved quantities. It is defined as a vector whose magnitude is the current per cross-

sectional area. In SI units, the electric current density is measured in amperes per square metre.

Electrical tension: Electrical tension (or voltage after its SI unit, the volt) is the difference of

electrical potential between two points of an electrical or electronic circuit, expressed in volts. It

is the measurement of the potential for an electric field to cause an electric current in an

electrical conductor. Voltage is a property of an electric field, not individual electrons. Voltage,

as a definition, can more easily be described as a representation of the "carrier" of electrons.

Depending on the difference of electrical potential it is called extra low voltage, low voltage,

high voltage or extra high voltage. Specifically, voltage is equal to energy per unit charge.

Key Points:

1. Current in a metal wire

A solid conductive metal contains a large population of mobile, or free, electrons. These

electrons are bound to the metal lattice but not to any individual atom. Even with no external

electric field applied, these electrons move about randomly due to thermal energy but, on

average, there is zero net current within the metal. Given a plane through which the wire passes,

the number of electrons moving from one side to the other in any period of time is on average

equal to the number passing in the opposite direction.

When a metal wire is connected across the two terminals of a DC voltage source such as a

battery, the source places an electric field across the conductor. The moment contact is made, the
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free electrons of the conductor are forced to drift toward the positive terminal under the influence

of this field. The free electrons are therefore the current carrier in a typical solid conductor. For

an electric current of 1 ampere, 1 coulomb of electric charge (which consists of about 6.242 1018

electrons) drifts every second through any plane through which the conductor passes. For a

steady flow, the current I in amperes can be calculated with the following equation: V = IR

2. The Drift Speed of Electric Charges

The mobile charged particles within a conductor move constantly in random directions, like the

particles of a gas. In order for there to be a net flow of charge, the particles must also move

together with an average drift rate. Electrons are the charge carriers in metals and they follow an

erratic path, bouncing from atom to atom, but generally drifting in the direction of the electric

field.

Electric currents in solids typically flow very slowly. For example, in a copper wire of cross-

section 0.5 mm, carrying a current of 5 A, the drift velocity of the electrons is of the order of a

millimetre per second. To take a different example, in the near-vacuum inside a cathode ray tube,

the electrons travel in near-straight lines ("ballistically") at about a tenth of the speed of light.

Any accelerating electric charge, and therefore any changing electric current, gives rise to an

electromagnetic wave that propagates at very high speed outside the surface of the conductor.

This speed is usually a significant fraction of the speed of light, as can be deduced from

Maxwell's Equations, and is therefore many times faster than the drift velocity of the electrons.

For example, in AC power lines, the waves of electromagnetic energy propagate through the

space between the wires, moving from a source to a distant load, even though the electrons in the

wires only move back and forth over a tiny distance.

The ratio of the speed of the electromagnetic wave to the speed of light in free space is called the

velocity factor, and depends on the electromagnetic properties of the conductor and the

insulating materials surrounding it, and on their shape and size. The nature of these three
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velocities can be illustrated by an analogy with the three similar velocities associated with gases.

The low drift velocity of charge carriers is analogous to air motion; in other words, winds. The

high speed of electromagnetic waves is roughly analogous to the speed of sound in a gas; while

the random motion of charges is analogous to heat - the thermal velocity of randomly vibrating

gas particles.

3. Conventional Current

A flow of positive charge gives the same electric current as an opposite flow of negative charge.

Thus, opposite flows of opposite charges contribute to a single electric current. For this reason,

the polarity of the flowing charges can usually be ignored during measurements. All the flowing

charges are assumed to have positive polarity, and this flow is called Conventional current.

Conventional current represents the net effect of the current flow, without regard to the sign of

the charge of the objects carrying the current. In solid metals such as wires, the positive charge

carriers are immobile, and only the negatively charged electrons flow. Because the electron

carries negative charge, the electron motion in a metal is in the direction opposite to that of

conventional (or electric) current.

4. Overview of Voltage and Voltage Drop

Between two points in an electric field, such as exists in an electrical circuit, the difference in

their electrical potentials is known as the electrical potential difference. This difference is

proportional to the electrostatic force that tends to push electrons or other charge-carriers from

one point to the other. Potential difference, electrical potential, and electromotive force are

measured in volts, leading to the commonly used term voltage. Voltage is usually represented in

equations by the symbols V, U, or E. (E is often preferred in academic writing, because it avoids

the confusion between V and the SI symbol for the volt, which is also V.)

Electrical potential difference can be thought of as the ability to move electrical charge through a

resistance. At a time in physics when the word force was used loosely, the potential difference
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was named the electromotive force or EMFa term which is still used in certain contexts. An

electron moving across a voltage difference experiences a net change in energy, often measured

in electron-volts. This effect is analogous to a mass falling through a given height difference in a

gravitational field. When using the term 'potential difference' or voltage, one must be clear about

the two points between which the voltage is specified or measured. There are two ways in which

the term is used. This can lead to some confusion.

Voltage drop is the reduction in voltage in an electrical circuit between the source and load. In

electrical wiring national and local electrical codes may set guidelines for maximum voltage

drop allowed in a circuit, to ensure reasonable efficiency of distribution and proper operation of

electrical equipment (the maximum permitted voltage drop varies from one country to another).

Voltage drop may be neglected when the impedance of the interconnecting conductors is small

relative to the other components of the circuit. For example, an electric space heater may very

well have a resistance of ten ohms, and the wires which supply it may have a resistance of 0.2

ohms, about 2% of the total circuit resistance. This means that 2% of the supplied voltage is

actually being lost by the wire itself. Excessive voltage drop will result in unsatisfactory

operation of electrical equipment, and represents energy wasted in the wiring system. Voltage

drop can also cause damage to electrical motors. In electronic design and power transmission,

various techniques are used to compensate for the effect of voltage drop on long circuits or

where voltage levels must be accurately maintained. The simplest way to reduce voltage drop is

to increase the diameter of the conductor between the source and the load which lowers the

overall resistance.

4.1. Voltage with respect to a common point

One way in which the term voltage is used is when specifying the voltage of a point in a

circuit. When this is done, it is understood that the voltage is usually being specified or

measured with respect to a stable and unchanging point in the circuit that is known as

ground or common. This voltage is really a voltage difference, one of the two points

being the reference point, which is ground. A voltage can be positive or negative: "high"

or "low" voltage may refer to the magnitude (the absolute value relative to the reference
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point). Thus, a large negative voltage can be described as a high voltage, although some

writers do refer to negative voltages as "lower".

4.2. Voltage between two stated points

Another usage of the term "voltage" is in specifying how many volts are dropped across

an electrical device (such as a resistor). In this case, the "voltage," or, more accurately,

the "voltage drop across the device," is really the first voltage taken, relative to ground,

on one terminal of the device minus a second voltage taken, relative to ground, on the

other terminal of the device. In practice, the voltage drop across a device can be

measured directly and safely using a voltmeter that is isolated from ground, provided that

the maximum voltage capability of the voltmeter is not exceeded. Two points in an

electric circuit that are connected by an "ideal conductor," that is, a conductor without

resistance and not within a changing magnetic field, have a potential difference of zero.

However, other pairs of points may also have a potential difference of zero. If two such

points are connected with a conductor, no current will flow through the connection.

4.3. Addition of voltages

Voltage is additive in the following sense: the voltage between A and C is the sum of the

voltage between A and B and the voltage between B and C. The various voltages in a

circuit can be computed using Kirchhoff's circuit laws. When talking about alternating

current (AC) there is a difference between instantaneous voltage and average voltage.

Instantaneous voltages can be added as for direct current (DC), but average voltages can

be meaningfully added only when they apply to signals that all have the same frequency

and phase.
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5. Voltage drop in direct current circuits

A current flowing through the non-zero resistance of a practical conductor necessarily produces a

voltage across that conductor. The dc resistance of the conductor depends upon the conductor's

length, cross-sectional area, type of material, and temperature. If the voltage between the

conductor and a fixed reference point is measured at many points along the conductor, the

measured voltage will decrease gradually toward the load. As the current passes through a longer

and longer conductor, more and more of the voltage is "lost" (unavailable to the load), due to the

voltage drop developed across the resistance of the conductor. In this diagram the voltage drop

along the conductor is represented by the shaded area. The local voltages along the line decrease

gradually from the source to the load. If the load current increases, the voltage drop in the supply

conductor also increases. This arrangement reproduces the famous Ohm's experiment. A

principle known as Kirchhoff's circuit laws states that in any circuit, the sum of the voltage drops

across each component of the circuit is equal to the supply voltage.

6. Voltage drop in alternating current circuits

In alternating current circuits, additional opposition to current flow occurs due to the interaction

between electric and magnetic fields and the current within the conductor; this opposition is

called "impedance". The impedance in an alternating current circuit depends on the spacing and

dimensions of the conductors, the frequency of the current, and the magnetic permeability of the

conductor and its surroundings. The voltage drop in an AC circuit is the product of the current

and the impedance (Z) of the circuit. Electrical impedance, like resistance, is expressed in ohms.

Electrical impedance is the vector sum of electrical resistance, capacitive reactance, and

inductive reactance. The voltage drop occurring in an alternating current circuit is the product of

the current and impedance of the circuit. It is expressed by the formula E = IZ, analogous to

Ohm's law for direct current circuits.
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Topic : Resistance

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Define Electrical Resistance

 Learn about Resistance of a conductor

 Learn about the Causes of resistance

 Learn about the Differential Resistance

 Learn about the Temperature-dependence

Definition/Overview:

Electrical Resistance: The electrical resistance of an object is a measure of its opposition to

the passage of a steady electrical current. An object of uniform cross section will have a

resistance proportional to its length and inversely proportional to its cross-sectional area, and

proportional to the resistivity of the material. Discovered by Georg Ohm in the late 1820s,

electrical resistance shares some conceptual parallels with the mechanical notion of friction. The

SI unit of electrical resistance is the ohm, symbol Ω. Resistance's reciprocal quantity is electrical

conductance measured in siemens, symbol S. The resistance of a resistive object determines the

amount of current through the object for a given potential difference across the object, in

accordance with Ohm's law: R = V /I

where

R is the resistance of the object, measured in ohms, equivalent to Js/C2
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V is the potential difference across the object, measured in volts

I is the current through the object, measured in amperes

For a wide variety of materials and conditions, the electrical resistance does not depend on the

amount of current through or the amount of voltage across the object, meaning that the resistance

R is constant for the given temperature. Therefore, the resistance of an object can be defined as

the ratio of voltage to current:

In the case of nonlinear objects (not purely resistive, or not obeying Ohm's law), this ratio can

change as current or voltage changes; the ratio taken at any particular point, the inverse slope of

a chord to an IV curve, is sometimes referred to as a "chordal resistance" or "static resistance"

Key Points:

1. Resistance of a conductor

1.1. DC resistance

The resistance R of a conductor of uniform cross section can be computed as: R = ℓ. Ρ / A

where

ℓ is the length of the conductor, measured in meters

A is the cross-sectional area, measured in square meters
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ρ (Greek: rho) is the electrical resistivity (also called specific electrical resistance) of the

material, measured in Ohm meter. Resistivity is a measure of the material's ability to

oppose electric current.

For practical reasons, any connections to a real conductor will almost certainly mean the

current density is not totally uniform. However, this formula still provides a good

approximation for long thin conductors such as wires.

1.2. AC resistance

If a wire conducts high-frequency alternating current then the effective cross sectional

area of the wire is reduced because of the skin effect. If several conductors are together,

then due to proximity effect, the effective resistance of each is higher than if that

conductor were alone.

2. Causes of resistance

2.1. In metals

A metal consists of a lattice of atoms, each with a shell of electrons. This can also be

known as a positive ionic lattice. The outer electrons are free to dissociate from their

parent atoms and travel through the lattice, creating a 'sea' of electrons, making the metal

a conductor. When an electrical potential difference (a voltage) is applied across the

metal, the electrons drift from one end of the conductor to the other under the influence

of the electric field. Near room temperatures, the thermal motion of ions is the primary

source of scattering of electrons (due to destructive interference of free electron waves on
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non-correlating potentials of ions), and is thus the prime cause of metal resistance.

Imperfections of lattice also contribute into resistance, although their contribution in pure

metals is negligible. The larger the cross-sectional area of the conductor, the more

electrons are available to carry the current, so the lower the resistance. The longer the

conductor, the more scattering events occur in each electron's path through the material,

so the higher the resistance. Different materials also affect the resistance.

2.2. In semiconductors and insulators

In metals, the Fermi level lies in the conduction band giving rise to free conduction

electrons. However, in semiconductors the position of the Fermi level is within the band

gap, approximately half-way between the conduction band minimum and valence band

maximum for intrinsic (undoped) semiconductors. This means that at 0 Kelvin, there are

no free conduction electrons and the resistance is infinite. However, the resistance will

continue to decrease as the charge carrier density in the conduction band increases. In

extrinsic (doped) semiconductors, dopant atoms increase the majority charge carrier

concentration by donating electrons to the conduction band or accepting holes in the

valence band. For both types of donor or acceptor atoms, increasing the dopant density

leads to a reduction in the resistance. Highly doped semiconductors hence behave

metallic. At very high temperatures, the contribution of thermally generated carriers will

dominate over the contribution from dopant atoms and the resistance will decrease

exponentially with temperature.

2.3. In ionic liquids/electrolytes

In electrolytes, electrical conduction happens not by band electrons or holes, but by full

atomic species (ions) traveling, each carrying an electrical charge. The resistivity of ionic

liquids varies tremendously by the concentration - while distilled water is almost an

insulator, salt water is a very efficient electrical conductor. In biological membranes,
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currents are carried by ionic salts. Small holes in the membranes, called ion channels, are

selective to specific ions and determine the membrane resistance.

2.4. Resistivity of various materials

Material Resistivity, ρ

ohm-meter

Metals 10 - 8

Semiconductors variable

Electrolytes variable

Insulators 1016

Superconductors 0 (exactly)

Table 1: [Resistivity of metals]

2.5. Band theory simplified

Quantum mechanics states that the energy of an electron in an atom cannot be any

arbitrary value. Rather, there are fixed energy levels which the electrons can occupy, and

values in between these levels are impossible. The energy levels are grouped into two

bands: the valence band and the conduction band (the latter is generally above the

former). Electrons in the conduction band may move freely throughout the substance in

the presence of an electrical field.

In insulators and semiconductors, the atoms in the substance influence each other so that

between the valence band and the conduction band there exists a forbidden band of

energy levels, which the electrons cannot occupy. In order for a current to flow, a

relatively large amount of energy must be furnished to an electron for it to leap across

this forbidden gap and into the conduction band. Thus, even large voltages can yield

relatively small currents.
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3. Differential Resistance

When resistance may depend on voltage and current, differential resistance, incremental

resistance or slope resistance is defined as the slope of the V-I graph at a particular point. This

quantity is sometimes called simply resistance, although the two definitions are equivalent only

for an ohmic component such as an ideal resistor. For example, a diode is a circuit element for

which the resistance depends on the applied voltage or current. If the V-I graph is not monotonic

(i.e. it has a peak or a trough), the differential resistance will be negative for some values of

voltage and current. This property is often known as negative resistance, although it is more

correctly called negative differential resistance, since the absolute resistance V/I is still positive.

Example of such an element is a tunnel diode.

4. Temperature-dependence

Near room temperature, the electric resistance of a typical metal increases linearly with rising

temperature, while the electrical resistance of a typical semiconductor decreases with rising

temperature. The amount of that change in resistance can be calculated using the temperature

coefficient of resistivity of the material. At lower temperatures (less than the Debye

temperature), the resistance of a metal decreases as T5 due to the electrons scattering off of

phonons. At even lower temperatures, the dominant scattering mechanism for electrons is other

electrons, and the resistance decreases as T2. At some point, the impurities in the metal will

dominate the behavior of the electrical resistance which causes it to saturate to a constant value.

Matthiessen's Rule (first formulated by Augustus Matthiessen in the 1860s; the equation below

gives its modern form) says that all of these different behaviors can be summed up to get the

total resistance as a function of temperature,
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Extrinsic (doped) semiconductors have a far more complicated temperature profile. As

temperature increases starting from absolute zero they first decrease steeply in resistance as the

carriers leave the donors or acceptors. After most of the donors or acceptors have lost their

carriers the resistance starts to increase again slightly due to the reducing mobility of carriers

(much as in a metal). At higher temperatures it will behave like intrinsic semiconductors as the

carriers from the donors/acceptors become insignificant compared to the thermally generated

carriers. The electric resistance of electrolytes and insulators is highly nonlinear, and case by

case dependent, therefore no generalized equations are given.

Topic : Ohms Law, Power, And Energy

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Define Ohm's law, Power, and Energy

 Learn about temperature effects in Ohms Law

 Learn about Transients and AC circuits

 Learn about Electric Energy

 Learn about Transformation of Energy

 Learn about Law of Conservation of Energy

 Learn about Electric Power

 Learn about Mathematics of Electric Power
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Definition/Overview:

Ohm's law applies to electrical circuits; it states that the current through a conductor between

two points is directly proportional to the potential difference or voltage across the two points,

and inversely proportional to the resistance between them. The mathematical equation that

describes this relationship is:

I = V / R

where I is the current in amperes, V is the potential difference in volts,and R is a circuit

parameter called the resistance (measured in ohms, also equivalent to volts per ampere). The

potential difference is also known as the voltage drop, and is sometimes denoted by U, E or emf

(electromotive force) instead of V. I is from the German Intensitt meaning "intensity".

Energy: In physics, energy (from the Greek ἐνέργεια - energeia, "activity, operation", from

ἐνεργός - energos, "active, working") is a scalar physical quantity that describes the amount of

work that can be performed by a force. Energy is an attribute of objects and systems that is

subject to a conservation law. Several different forms of energy exist to explain all known

natural phenomena. These forms include (but are not limited to) kinetic, potential, thermal,

gravitational, sound, light, elastic, and electromagnetic energy. The forms of energy are often

named after a related force. Any form of energy can be transformed into another form, but the

total energy always remains the same. This principle, the conservation of energy, was first

postulated in the early 19th century, and applies to any isolated system. According to Noether's

theorem, the conservation of energy is a consequence of the fact that the laws of physics do not

change over time. Although the total energy of a system does not change with time, its value

may depend on the frame of reference. For example, a seated passenger in a moving airplane has

zero kinetic energy relative to the airplane, but non-zero kinetic energy relative to the Earth.

Power: In physics, power (symbol: P) is the rate at which work is performed or energy is

transmitted, or the amount of energy required or expended for a given unit of time. As a rate of

change of work done or the energy of a subsystem, power is: P = W /T. where P is power, W is

work and t is time. The average power (often simply called "power" when the context makes it
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clear) is the average amount of work done or energy transferred per unit time. The

instantaneous power is then the limiting value of the average power as the time interval Δt

approaches zero.

Key Points:

1. How electrical engineers use Ohm's law

Ohm's law is one of the basic equations used in the analysis of electrical circuits. It applies to

both metal conductors and circuit components (resistors) specifically made for this behaviour.

Both are ubiquitous in electrical engineering. Materials and components that obey Ohm's law are

described as "ohmic" There are, however, components of electrical circuits which do not obey

Ohm's law; that is, their relationship between current and voltage (their IV curve) is nonlinear.

An example is the p-n junction diode. The ratio V/I is sometimes called the static, or chordal, or

DC, resistance. However, in some diode applications, the AC signal applied to the device is

small and it is possible to analyze the circuit in terms of the dynamic, small-signal, or

incremental resistance, defined as the slope of the VI curve (or inverse slope of the IV curve, that

is, the derivative of current with respect to voltage). For sufficiently small signals, the dynamic

resistance allows the Ohm's law proportionality to be applied as an approximation.

2. Temperature effects

When the temperature of the conductor increases, the collisions between electrons and ions

increase. Thus as a substance heats up because of electricity flowing through it (or by any

heating process), the resistance will usually increase. The exception is semiconductors. The

resistance of an ohmic substance depends on temperature in the following way:

R = R_0 (\alpha (T - T_0) + 1)\,\!

where T is its temperature, T0 is a reference temperature (usually room temperature), R0 is the

resistance at T0, and α is the percentage change in resistivity per unit temperature. The constant
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α depends only on the material being considered. The relationship stated is actually only an

approximate one, the true physics being somewhat non-linear, or looking at it another way, α

itself varies with temperature. For this reason it is usual to specify the temperature that α was

measured at with a suffix, such as α15 and the relationship only holds in a range of temperatures

around the reference. Intrinsic semiconductors exhibit the opposite temperature behavior,

becoming better conductors as the temperature increases. This occurs because the electrons are

bumped to the conduction energy band by the thermal energy, where they can flow freely and in

doing so they leave behind holes in the valence band which can also flow freely.

Extrinsic semiconductors have much more complex temperature behaviour. First the electrons

(or holes) leave the donors (or acceptors) giving a decreasing resistance. Then there is a fairly

flat phase in which the semiconductor is normally operated where almost all of the donors (or

acceptors) have lost their electrons (or holes) but the number of electrons that have jumped right

over the energy gap is negligible compared to the number of electrons (or holes) from the donors

(or acceptors). Finally as the temperature increases further the carriers that jump the energy gap

becomes the dominant figure and the material starts behaving like an intrinsic semiconductor.

3. Transients and AC circuits

Ohm's law holds for linear circuits where the current and voltage are steady (DC), and for

instantaneous voltage and current in linear circuits with no reactive elements. When the current

and voltage are varying, effects other than resistance may be at work; these effects are

principally those of inductance and capacitance. When such reactive elements, or transmission

lines, are involved in a circuit, the relationship between voltage and current becomes the solution

to a differential equation.

Equations for time-invariant AC circuits take the same form as Ohm's law, however, if the

variables are generalized to complex numbers and the current and voltage waveforms are

complex exponentials. In this approach, a voltage or current waveform takes the form Aest, where
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t is time, s is a complex parameter, and A is a complex scalar. In any linear time-invariant

system, all of the currents and voltages can be expressed with the same s parameter as the input

to the system, allowing the time-varying complex exponential term to be canceled out and the

system described algebraically in terms of the complex scalars in the current and voltage

waveforms.

4. Electric Energy

The electric potential energy of given configuration of charges is defined as the work which must

be done against the Coulomb force to rearrange charges from infinite separation to this

configuration (or the work done by the Coulomb force separating the charges from this

configuration to infinity). For two point-like charges Q1 and Q2 at a distance r this work, and

hence electric potential energy is equal to:

F = kQ1.Q2 /d2

Where k = 1 / 4πε.

.

If an electric current passes through a resistor, electric energy is converted to heat; if the current

passes through an electric appliance, some of the electric energy will be converted into other

forms of energy (although some will always be lost as heat). The amount of electric energy due

to an electric current can be expressed in a number of different ways:

E = UQ = UIt = Pt = U2t / R = I2Rt

where U is the electric potential difference (in volts), Q is the charge (in coulombs), I is the

current (in amperes), t is the time for which the current flows (in seconds), P is the power (in

watts) and R is the electric resistance (in ohms). The last of these expressions is important in the
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practical measurement of energy, as potential difference, resistance and time can all be measured

with considerable accuracy.

5. Transformation of Energy

One form of energy can often be readily transformed into another with the help of a device- for

instance, a battery, from chemical energy to electric energy; a dam: gravitational potential energy

to kinetic energy of moving water (and the blades of a turbine) and ultimately to electric energy

through an electric generator. Similarly, in the case of a chemical explosion, chemical potential

energy is transformed to kinetic energy and thermal energy in a very short time. Yet another

example is that of a pendulum. At its highest points the kinetic energy is zero and the

gravitational potential energy is at maximum. At its lowest point the kinetic energy is at

maximum and is equal to the decrease of potential energy. If one (unrealistically) assumes that

there is no friction, the conversion of energy between these processes is perfect, and the

pendulum will continue swinging forever.

Energy can be converted into matter and vice versa. The formula E = mc, derived by Albert

Einstein (1905) quantifies the relationship between mass and rest energy within the concept of

special relativity. In different theoretical frameworks, similar formulas were derived by J. J.

Thomson (1881), Henri Poincar (1900), Friedrich Hasenhrl (1904) and others. Since c2 is

extremely large relative to ordinary human scales, the conversion of ordinary amount of mass

(say, 1 kg) to other forms of energy can liberate tremendous amounts of energy (~9x1016 Joules),

as can be seen in nuclear reactors and nuclear weapons. Conversely, the mass equivalent of a unit

of energy is minuscule, which is why a loss of energy from most systems is difficult to measure

by weight, unless the energy loss is very large. Examples of energy transformation into matter

(particles) are found in high energy nuclear physics.

In nature, transformations of energy can be fundamentally classed into two kinds: those that are

thermodynamically reversible, and those that are thermodynamically irreversible. A reversible

process in thermodynamics is one in which no energy is dissipated (spread) into empty energy

states available in a volume, from which it cannot be recovered into more concentrated forms

(fewer quantum states), without degradation of even more energy. A reversible process is one in
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which this sort of dissipation does not happen. For example, conversion of energy from one type

of potential field to another, is reversible, as in the pendulum system described above. In

processes where heat is generated, however, quantum states of lower energy, present as possible

exitations in fields between atoms, act as a reservoir for part of the energy, from which it cannot

be recovered, in order to be converted with 100% efficiency into other forms of energy. In this

case, the energy must partly stay as heat, and cannot be completely recovered as usable energy,

except at the price of an increase in some other kind of heat-like increase in disorder in quantum

states, in the universe (such as an expansion of matter, or a randomization in a crystal). As the

universe evolves in time, more and more of its energy becomes trapped in irreversible states (i.e.,

as heat or other kinds of increases in disorder). This has been referred to as the inevitable

thermodynamic heat death of the universe. In this heat death the energy of the universe does not

change, but the fraction of energy which is available to do produce work through a heat engine,

or be transformed to other usable forms of energy (through the use of generators attached to heat

engines), grows less and less.

6. Law of Conservation of Energy

Energy is subject to the law of conservation of energy. According to this law, energy can neither

be created (produced) nor destroyed by itself. It can only be transformed.

Most kinds of energy (with gravitational energy being a notable exception) are also subject to

strict local conservation laws, as well. In this case, energy can only be exchanged between

adjacent regions of space, and all observers agree as to the volumetric density of energy in any

given space. There is also a global law of conservation of energy, stating that the total energy of

the universe cannot change; this is a corollary of the local law, but not vice versa. Conservation

of energy is the mathematical consequence of translational symmetry of time (that is, the

indistinguishability of time intervals taken at different time) .

According to energy conservation law the total inflow of energy into a system must equal the

total outflow of energy from the system, plus the change in the energy contained within the

system. This law is a fundamental principle of physics. It follows from the translational

symmetry of time, a property of most phenomena below the cosmic scale that makes them

independent of their locations on the time coordinate. Put differently, yesterday, today, and
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tomorrow are physically indistinguishable. This is because energy is the quantity which is

canonical conjugate to time. This mathematical entanglement of energy and time also results in

the uncertainty principle - it is impossible to define the exact amount of energy during any

definite time interval. The uncertainty principle should not be confused with energy conservation

- rather it provides mathematical limits to which energy can in principle be defined and

measured. In particle physics, this inequality permits a qualitative understanding of virtual

particles which carry momentum, exchange by which and with real particles, is responsible for

the creation of all known fundamental forces (more accurately known as fundamental

interactions). Virtual photons (which are simply lowest quantum mechanical energy state of

photons) are also responsible for electrostatic interaction between electric charges (which results

in Coulomb law), for spontaneous radiative decay of exited atomic and nuclear states, for the

Casimir force, for van der Waals bond forces and some other observable phenomena.

7. Electric Power

Electric power is defined as the rate at which electrical energy is transferred by an electric

circuit. The SI unit of power is the watt. When electric current flows in a circuit, it can transfer

energy to do mechanical or thermodynamic work. Devices convert electrical energy into many

useful forms, such as heat (electric heaters), light (light bulbs), motion (electric motors), sound

(loudspeaker) or chemical changes. Electricity can be produced mechanically by generation, or

chemically, or by direct conversion from light in photovoltaic cells, also it can be stored

chemically in batteries.

8. Mathematics of Electric Power

8.1. Circuits

Electric power, like mechanical power, is represented by the letter P in electrical

equations. The term wattage is used colloquially to mean "electric power in watts."
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8.1.1. Direct current

In direct current resistive circuits, instantaneous electrical power is calculated

using Joule's Law, which is named after the British physicist James Joule, who

first showed that heat and mechanical energy were interchangeable.

8.1.2. Alternating current

In alternating current circuits, energy storage elements such as inductance and

capacitance may result in periodic reversals of the direction of energy flow. The

portion of power flow that, averaged over a complete cycle of the AC waveform,

results in net transfer of energy in one direction is known as real power (also

referred to as active power). That portion of power flow due to stored energy, that

returns to the source in each cycle, is known as reactive power.

The relationship between real power, reactive power and apparent power can be

expressed by representing the quantities as vectors. Real power is represented as a

horizontal vector and reactive power is represented as a vertical vector. The

apparent power vector is the hypotenuse of a right triangle formed by connecting

the real and reactive power vectors. This representation is often called the power

triangle. Using the Pythagorean Theorem, the relationship among real, reactive

and apparent power is:

(apparent power)2 = (real power)2 + (reactive power)2

Real and reactive powers can also be calculated directly from the apparent power,

when the current and voltage are both sinusoids with a known phase angle

between them:
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(real power) = (apparent power) * cos(theta)

(reactive power) = (apparent power) * sin(theta)

The ratio of real power to apparent power is called power factor and is a number

always between 0 and 1

In Section 2 of this course you will cover these topics:
Series Dc Circuits

Parallel Dc Circuits

Series-Parallel Circuits

Methods Of Analysis And Selected Topics (Dc)

Topic : Series Dc Circuits

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Define Electric Circuit

 Learn about Series Circuit and its combination modes with resistors, inductors, and

capacitors
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Definition/Overview:

Electronic Circuit: In electronics, components of an electronic circuit can be connected in series

or in parallel. Components connected in series are connected along a single path, so the same

current flows through all of the components. Components connected in parallel are connected so

the same voltage is applied to each component. A circuit composed solely of components

connected in series is known as a series circuit; likewise, one connected completely in parallel is

known as a parallel circuit.

Key Points:

1. Series Circuit

In a series circuit, the current through each of the components is the same, and the voltage across

the components is the sum of the voltages across all the components. In a parallel circuit, the

voltage across each of the components is the same, and the total current is the sum of the currents

through all the components. As an example, consider a very simple circuit consisting of four

light bulbs and one 6 V battery. If a wire joins the battery to one bulb, to the next bulb, to the

next bulb, to the next bulb, then back to the battery, in one continuous loop, the bulbs are said to

be in series. If each bulb is wired to the battery in a separate loop, the bulbs are said to be in

parallel. If the four light bulbs are connected in series, the same current flows through all of

them, and the voltage drop is 1.5 V across each bulb. If the light bulbs are connected in parallel,

the current flowing through the light bulbs combine to form the current flowing in the battery,

while the voltage drop is 6 V across each bulb. In a series circuit, every device must function for

the circuit to be complete. One bulb burning out in a series circuit kills the circuit. In parallel

circuits, each light has its own circuit, so all but one light could be burned out, and the last one

will still function.
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2. Series Circuit Combination for Resistors, Inductors, and Capacitors

Series circuits are sometimes called current-coupled or daisy chain-coupled. The current that

flows in a series circuit will flow through every component in the circuit. Therefore, all of the

components in a series connection carry the same current.

2.1. Resistors

The current through resistors in series stays the same, but the voltage across each resistor

can be different. The sum of the potential differences (voltage) is equal to the total

voltage. To find their total resistance:

2.2. Inductors

Inductors follow the same law, in that the total inductance of non-coupled inductors in

series is equal to the sum of their individual inductances:

However, in some situations it is difficult to prevent adjacent inductors from influencing

each other, as the magnetic field of one device couples with the windings of its

neighbours. This influence is defined by the mutual inductance M. For example, if you

have two inductors in series, there are two possible equivalent inductances depending on

how the magnetic fields of both inductors influence each other. When there are more than

two inductors, the mutual inductance between each of them and the way the coils

influence each other complicates the calculation. For a larger number of coils the total

combined inductance is given by the sum of all mutual inductances between the various

coils including the mutual inductance of each given coil with itself, which we term self-

inductance or simply inductance. For three coils, there are six mutual inductances M12,

M13, M23 and M21, M31 and M32. There are also the three self-inductances of the three

coils: M11, M22 and M33. Therefore
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Ltotal = (M11 + M22 + M33) + (M12 + M13 + M23) + (M21 + M31 + M32)

By reciprocity Mij = Mji so that the last two groups can be combined. The first three terms

represent the sum of the self-inductances of the various coils. The formula is easily

extended to any number of series coils with mututal coupling. The method can be used to

find the self-inductance of large coils of wire of any cross-sectional shape by computing

the sum of the mutual inductance of each turn of wire in the coil with every other turn

since in such a coil all turns are in series.

2.3. Capacitors

Capacitors follow the same law using the reciprocals. The total capacitance of capacitors

in series is equal to the reciprocal of the sum of the reciprocals of their individual

capacitances:

The working voltage of a series combination of identical capacitors is equal to the

sum of voltage ratings of individual capacitors provided that equalizing resistors

are used to ensure equal voltage division. This is all because of Ohm's law. V= R

x I

Topic : Parallel Dc Circuits

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Define Electric Circuit
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 Learn about the Parallel Circuit Combination for Resistors, Inductors, and Capacitors

Definition/Overview:

Electronic Circuit: In electronics, components of an electronic circuit can be connected in series

or in parallel. Components connected in series are connected along a single path, so the same

current flows through all of the components. Components connected in parallel are connected so

the same voltage is applied to each component. A circuit composed solely of components

connected in series is known as a series circuit; likewise, one connected completely in parallel is

known as a parallel circuit.

Key Points:

1. Parallel Circuit Combination for Resistors, Inductors, and Capacitors

1.1. Resistors

If two or more components are connected in parallel they have the same potential

difference (voltage) across their ends. The potential differences across the components

are the same in magnitude, and they also have identical polarities. Hence, the same

voltage is applicable to all circuit components connected in parallel. The total current I is

the sum of the currents through the individual components, in accordance with

Kirchhoff's circuit laws. The current in each individual resistor is found by Ohm's law.

1/ Req = 1 / R1 + 1 / R2 + 1 / R3 + 1 / Rn

An old term for devices connected in parallel is multiple, such as a multiple connection

for arc lamps.
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1.2. Inductors

Inductors follow the same law, in that the total inductance of non-coupled inductors in

parallel is equal to the reciprocal of the sum of the reciprocals of their individual

inductances:

1 / Leq = 1 / L1 + 1 / L2 + 1 / L3 + 1 / Ln

The sign of M depends on how the magnetic fields influence each other. For two equal

tightly coupled coils the total inductance is close to that of each single coil. If the polarity

of one coil is reversed so that M is negative, then the parallel inductance is nearly zero or

the combination is almost non-inductive. We are assuming in the "tightly coupled" case

M is very nearly equal to L. However, if the inductances are not equal and the coils are

tightly coupled there can be near short circuit conditions and high circulating currents for

both positive and negative values of M, which can cause problems. More than 3 inductors

becomes more complex and the mutual inductance of each inductor on each other

inductor and their influence on each other must be considered. For three coils, there are

three mutual inductances M12, M13 and M23. This is best handled by matrix methods and

summing the terms of the inverse of the L matrix (3 by 3 in this case).

1.3. Capacitors

Capacitors follow the same law using the reciprocals. The total capacitance of capacitors

in parallel is equal to the sum of their individual capacitances:

Ceq = 1 / C1 + 1 / C2 + 1 / C3 + . 1 / Cn

The working voltage of a parallel combination of capacitors is always limited by the

smallest working voltage of an individual capacitor.
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Topic : Series-Parallel Circuits

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Define Electric Circuit

 Learn about the Simple Series and Parallel Circuits

 Learn about the Characteristics of Series and Parallel Circuit

 Learn about the Series-Parallel Circuit

 Learn about the Characteristics of Series-Parallel Circuit

Definition/Overview:

Electronic Circuit: In electronics, components of an electronic circuit can be connected in series

or in parallel. Components connected in series are connected along a single path, so the same

current flows through all of the components. Components connected in parallel are connected so

the same voltage is applied to each component. A circuit composed solely of components

connected in series is known as a series circuit; likewise, one connected completely in parallel is

known as a parallel circuit. Electric circuits often consist of several elements, some combined in

series and others in parallel. The methods used to analyze series and parallel circuits can be

combined to analyze these series-parallel circuits.
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Key Points:

1. Simple Series and Parallel Circuits

With simple series circuits, all components are connected end-to-end to form only one path for

electrons to flow through the circuit With simple parallel circuits, all components are connected

between the same two sets of electrically common points, creating multiple paths for electrons to

flow from one end of the battery to the other:

2. Characteristics of Series and Parallel Circuit

With each of these two basic circuit configurations, we have specific sets of rules describing

voltage, current, and resistance relationships.

2.1. Series Circuits

o Voltage drops add to equal total voltage.

o All components share the same (equal) current.

o Resistances add to equal total resistance.

2.2. Parallel Circuits

o All components share the same (equal) voltage.

o Branch currents add to equal total current.

o Resistances diminish to equal total resistance.

3. Series-Parallel Circuit

However, if circuit components are series-connected in some parts and parallel in others, we

won't be able to apply a single set of rules to every part of that circuit. Instead, we will have to

identify which parts of that circuit are series and which parts are parallel, then selectively apply

series and parallel rules as necessary to determine what is happening. This circuit is neither
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simple series nor simple parallel. Rather, it contains elements of both. The current exits the

bottom of the battery, splits up to travel through R3 and R4, rejoins, then splits up again to travel

through R1 and R2, then rejoins again to return to the top of the battery. There exists more than

one path for current to travel (not series), yet there are more than two sets of electrically common

points in the circuit (not parallel). Because the circuit is a combination of both series and parallel,

we cannot apply the rules for voltage, current, and resistance "across the table" to begin analysis

like we could when the circuits were one way or the other. For instance, if the above circuit were

simple series, we could just add up R1 through R4 to arrive at a total resistance, solve for total

current, and then solve for all voltage drops. Likewise, if the above circuit were simple parallel,

we could just solve for branch currents, add up branch currents to figure the total current, and

then calculate total resistance from total voltage and total current. However, this circuit's solution

will be more complex. If we are able to identify which parts of the circuit are series and which

parts are parallel, we can analyze it in stages, approaching each part one at a time, using the

appropriate rules to determine the relationships of voltage, current, and resistance.

4. Characteristics of Series-Parallel Circuit

In series-parallel circuit, the current (I) flows from the voltage source (V). The total current

flowing from the source flows through impedance Z1 (I = I1). Using node C as a voltage

reference, the voltage at node A is the voltage of the source (V). To obtain the voltage at node B,

the voltage at node A must be decreased by the voltage drop across the impedance Z1, or VB=VA-

(I1Z1).

4.1. Current Division

The elements between nodes B and C are connected in parallel, so it's now necessary to

use parallel circuit analysis methods. Both impedance elements (Z2 and Z3) have the same

voltage across them (VB - VC), but the currents through them (I2 and I3) can be different.

Using these results, you can derive an expression for current division. The voltage

difference VB - VC can be expressed using Ohm's Law: VB - VC = I2 Z2 = I3 Z3.
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Rearranging this equation gives: Applying Kirchhoff's Current Law at node B yields I1 =

I2 + I3, or I2 = I1 - I3.

4.2. Inductance and capacitance

When impedances contain inductance and/or capacitance values, their numeric values are

complex numbers that consist of a real component (the resistance) and an imaginary

component (the reactance).

Topic : Methods Of Analysis And Selected Topics (Dc)

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about Kirchhoff's current law (KCL)

 Learn about Kirchhoff's voltage law (KVL)

Definition/Overview:

Kirchhoffs Circuit Laws: The two statements about multi-loop electric circuits that embody the

laws of conservation of electric charge and energy and that are used to determine the value of the

electric current in each branch of the circuit. The first rule, the junction theorem, states that the

sum of the currents into a specific junction in the circuit equals the sum of the currents out of the

same junction. Electric charge is conserved: it does not suddenly appear or disappear; it does not

pile up at one point and thin out at another. The second rule, the loop equation, states that around

each loop in an electric circuit the sum of the emf 's (electromotive forces, or voltages, of energy

sources such as batteries and generators) is equal to the sum of the potential drops, or voltages

across each of the resistances, in the same loop. All the energy imparted by the energy sources to
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the charged particles that carry the current is just equivalent to that lost by the charge carriers in

useful work and heat dissipation around each loop of the circuit. On the basis of Kirchhoff's two

circuit rules, a sufficient number of equations can be written involving each of the currents so

that their values may be determined by an algebraic solution. Kirchhoff's circuit rules are also

applicable to complex alternating-current circuits and with modifications to complex magnetic

circuits.

Key Points:

1. Kirchhoff's current law (KCL)

The current entering any junction is equal to the current leaving that junction. i1 + i4 = i2 + i3 This

law is also called , Kirchhoff's point rule, Kirchhoff's junction rule (or nodal rule), and

Kirchhoff's first rule. The principle of conservation of electric charge implies that: At any point

in an electrical circuit that does not represent a capacitor plate, the sum of currents flowing

towards that point is equal to the sum of currents flowing away from that point. Adopting the

convention that every current flowing towards the point is positive and that every current flowing

away is negative (or the other way around), this principle can be stated as:

1.1. Changing charge density

The restriction regarding the "capacitor plate" means that Kirchhoff's current law is only

valid if the charge density remains constant in the point that it is applied to. This is

normally not a problem because of the strength of electrostatic forces: the charge buildup

would cause repulsive forces to disperse the charges. However, a charge build-up can

occur in a capacitor, where the charge is typically spread over wide parallel plates, with a

physical break in the circuit that prevents the positive and negative charge accumulations

over the two plates from coming together and cancelling. In this case, the sum of the
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currents flowing into one plate of the capacitor is not zero, but rather is equal to the rate

of charge accumulation. However, if the displacement current dD/dt is included,

Kirchhoff's current law once again holds. (This is really only required if one wants to

apply the current law to a point on a capacitor plate. In circuit analyses, however, the

capacitor as a whole is typically treated as a unit, in which case the ordinary current law

holds since exactly the current that enters the capacitor on the one side leaves it on the

other side.) More technically, Kirchhoff's current law can be found by taking the

divergence of Amperes law with Maxwell's correction and combining with Gauss's law,

yielding:

This is simply the charge conservation equation (in integral form, it says that the current

flowing out of a closed surface is equal to the rate of loss of charge within the enclosed

volume). Kirchhoff's current law is equivalent to the statement that the divergence of the

current is zero, true for time-invariant ρ, or always true if the displacement current is

included with J.

2. Kirchhoff's voltage law (KVL)

According to KVL, the sum of all the voltages around the loop is equal to zero. v1 + v2 + v3 + v4

= 0. This law is also called Kirchhoff's second law, Kirchhoff's loop (or mesh) rule, and

Kirchhoff's second rule. The directed sum of the electrical potential differences around any

closed circuit must be zero. Similarly to KCL, it can be stated as:
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Here, n is the total number of voltages measured. The voltages may also be complex:

2.1. Direction of the voltages

This law often leads to confusion due to sign errors. Typically, in a schematic diagram,

one has to choose whether to define a voltage measured clockwise or counter-clockwise

as positive. It is a question of convenience, but once decided, all voltages must be treated

this way. The confusion comes from the direction of the voltage at voltage sources and

capacitors.

Considering the schematic diagram above, we may decide to measure all voltages

clockwise, that is, from a to b, from b to c, from c to d and from d to a.

At the resistors, the voltage will be positive, because we measure from "plus to minus".

But when we measure from d to a, we will measure a negative voltage, because we

measure from "minus to plus". We have to do this because otherwise, we would be

measuring counter-clockwise if we measured the other way around. If our voltage source

is a capacitor, we will also notice the we must consider the charge negative, which is due

to:

Q = CV

There is the general rule that one must just "reverse supply voltages" in order to make the

calculation match KVL. There is, however, the risk that this may lead to additional

confusion in more complex circuits, in which it is not clear what the supply voltage
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exactly is. It is actually not a contradiction that we measure from "minus to plus"; inside

a voltage source, this is the direction in which the current flows. If a magnetic field

induces a voltage into an inductor, making it a voltage source (which is the principle of

an electrical generator), this should be obvious. Even in a battery, the circuit is closed

because of Ions flowing and representing charge carriers. Inside capacitors, there is no

flow of charge carriers. The KVL is valid anyway, but we have to consider the electric

field inside the capacitor in order to see this.

2.2. Electric field and electric potential

Kirchhoff's voltage law as stated above is equivalent to the statement that a single-valued

electric potential can be assigned to each point in the circuit (in the same way that any

conservative vector field can be represented as the gradient of a scalar potential). This

could be viewed as a consequence of the principle of conservation of energy. Otherwise,

it would be possible to build a perpetual motion machine that passed a current in a circle

around the circuit. Considering that electric potential is defined as a line integral over an

electric field, Kirchhoff's voltage law can be expressed equivalently as:

which states that the line integral of the electric field around closed loop C is zero. In

order to return to the more special form, this integral can be "cut in pieces" in order to get

the voltage at specific components. This is a simplification of Faraday's law of induction

for the special case where there is no fluctuating magnetic field linking the closed loop.

Therefore, it practically suffices for explaining circuits containing only resistors and

capacitors. In the presence of a changing magnetic field the electric field is not

conservative and it cannot therefore define a pure scalar potentialthe line integral of the

electric field around the circuit is not zero. This is because energy is being transferred
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from the magnetic field to the current (or vice versa). In order to "fix" Kirchhoff's voltage

law for circuits containing inductors, an effective potential drop, or electromotive force

(emf), is associated with each inductance of the circuit, exactly equal to the amount by

which the line integral of the electric field is not zero by Faraday's law of induction.

In Section 3 of this course you will cover these topics:
Network Theorems

Capacitors

Inductors

Sinusoidal Alternating Waveforms

Topic : Network Theorems

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about the Superposition Theorem

 Learn about the Thvenins Theorem

 Learn about the Nortons Theorem

Definition/Overview:

Superposition Theorem: The superposition theorem for electrical circuits states that the total

current in any branch of a bilateral linear circuit equals the algebraic sum of the currents

produced by each source acting separately throughout the circuit. To ascertain the contribution of

each individual source, all of the other sources first must be "killed" (set to zero) by:
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 Replacing all other voltage sources with a short circuit (thereby eliminating difference of

potential. i.e. V=0)

 Replacing all other current sources with an open circuit (thereby eliminating current. i.e.

I=0)

This procedure is followed for each source in turn, then the resultant currents are added to

determine the true operation of the circuit. The resultant circuit operation is the superposition of

the various voltage and current sources. The superposition theorem is very important in circuit

analysis. It is used in converting any circuit into its Norton equivalent or Thevenin equivalent.

Key Points:

1. Thvenins Theorem

In electrical circuit theory, Thvenin's theorem for linear electrical networks states that any

combination of voltage sources, current sources and resistors with two terminals is electrically

equivalent to a single voltage source V and a single series resistor R. For single frequency AC

systems the theorem can also be applied to general impedances, not just resistors. The theorem

was first discovered by German scientist Hermann von Helmholtz in 1853, but was then

rediscovered in 1883 by French telegraph engineer Lon Charles Thvenin (18571926). This

theorem states that a circuit of voltage sources and resistors can be converted into a Thvenin

equivalent, which is a simplification technique used in circuit analysis. The Thvenin equivalent

can be used as a good model for a power supply or battery (with the resistor representing the

internal impedance and the source representing the electromotive force). The circuit consists of

an ideal voltage source in series with an ideal resistor.
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2. Calculating the Thvenin equivalent

To calculate the equivalent circuit, one needs a resistance and some voltage - two unknowns.

And so, one needs two equations. These two equations are usually obtained by using the

following steps, but any conditions one places on the terminals of the circuit should also work:

 Calculate the output voltage, VAB, when in open circuit condition (no load resistor -

meaning infinite resistance). This is VTh.

 Calculate the output current, IAB, when the output terminals are short circuited (load

resistance is 0). RTh equals VTh divided by this IAB.

 The equivalent circuit is a voltage source with voltage VTh in series with a resistance

RTh.

The Thvenin-equivalent voltage is the voltage at the output terminals of the original circuit.

When calculating a Thvenin-equivalent voltage, the voltage divider principle is often useful, by

declaring one terminal to be Vout and the other terminal to be at the ground point.The Thvenin-

equivalent resistance is the resistance measured across points A and B "looking back" into the

circuit. It is important to first replace all voltage- and current-sources with their internal

resistances. For an ideal voltage source, this means replace the voltage source with a short

circuit. For an ideal current source, this means replace the current source with an open circuit.

Resistance can then be calculated across the terminals using the formulae for series and parallel

circuits.

3. Nortons Theorem

Norton's theorem for electrical networks states that any collection of voltage sources, current

sources, and resistors with two terminals is electrically equivalent to an ideal current source, I, in

parallel with a single resistor, R. For single-frequency AC systems the theorem can also be

applied to general impedances, not just resistors. The Norton equivalent is used to represent any
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network of linear sources and impedances, at a given frequency. The circuit consists of an ideal

current source in parallel with an ideal impedance (or resistor for non-reactive circuits).

4. Calculation of a Norton equivalent circuit

The Norton equivalent circuit is a current source with current INo in parallel with a resistance

RNo. To find the equivalent,

 Find the Norton current INo. Calculate the output current, IAB, when a short circuit is the

load (meaning 0 resistance between A and B). This is INo.

 Find the Norton resistance RNo. When there are no dependent sources (i.e., all current

and voltage sources are independent), there are two methods of determining the Norton

impedance RNo.

o Calculate the output voltage, VAB, when in open circuit condition (i.e., no

load resistor meaning infinite load resistance). RNo equals this VAB divided

by INo. or

o Replace independent voltage sources with short circuits and independent

current sources with open circuits. The total resistance across the output port

is the Norton impedance RNo.

o However, when there are dependent sources, the more general method must

be used. This method is not shown below in the diagrams.

o Connect a constant current source at the output terminals of the circuit with a

value of 1 Ampere and calculate the voltage at its terminals. The quotient of

this voltage divided by the 1 A current is the Norton impedance RNo. This

method must be used if the circuit contains dependent sources, but it can be

used in all cases even when there are no dependent sources.

opic : Capacitors
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Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Define Capacitor

 Learn about the Theory of Capacitor Operation

 Learn about the Capacitor types

 Learn about the Capacitor Applications

Definition/Overview:

Capacitor: A capacitor or condenser is a passive electronic component consisting of a pair of

conductors separated by a dielectric. When a voltage potential difference exists between the

conductors, an electric field is present in the dielectric. This field stores energy and produces a

mechanical force between the plates. The effect is greatest between wide, flat, parallel, narrowly

separated conductors. An ideal capacitor is characterized by a single constant value, capacitance,

which is measured in farads. This is the ratio of the electric charge on each conductor to the

potential difference between them. In practice, the dielectric between the plates passes a small

amount of leakage current. The conductors and leads introduce an equivalent series resistance

and the dielectric has an electric field strength limit resulting in a breakdown voltage. The

properties of capacitors in a circuit may determine the resonant frequency and quality factor of a

resonant circuit, power dissipation and operating frequency in a digital logic circuit, energy

capacity in a high-power system, and many other important aspects.
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Key Points:

1. Theory of operation

A capacitor consists of two conductors separated by a non-conductive region. The non-

conductive substance is called the dielectric medium, although this may also mean a vacuum or a

semiconductor depletion region chemically identical to the conductors. A capacitor is assumed to

be self-contained and isolated, with no net electric charge and no influence from an external

electric field. The conductors thus contain equal and opposite charges on their facing surfaces,

and the dielectric contains an electric field. The capacitor is a reasonably general model for

electric fields within electric circuits.

An ideal capacitor is wholly characterized by a constant capacitance C, defined as the ratio of

charge Q on each conductor to the voltage V between them:

Sometimes charge buildup affects the mechanics of the capacitor, causing the capacitance to

vary. In this case, capacitance is defined in terms of incremental changes:

In SI units, a capacitance of one farad means that one coulomb of charge on each conductor

causes a voltage of one volt across the device.

1.1. Energy storage

Work must be done by an external influence to move charge between the conductors in a

capacitor. When the external influence is removed, the charge separation persists and
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energy is stored in the electric field. If charge is later allowed to return to its equilibrium

position, the energy is released. The work done in establishing the electric field, and

hence the amount of energy stored, is given by;

1.2. Current-voltage relation

The current i (t ) through a component in an electric circuit is defined as the rate of

change of the charge q (t ) that has passed through it. Physical charges cannot pass

through the dielectric layer of a capacitor, but rather build up in equal and opposite

quantities on the electrodes: as each electron accumulates on the negative plate, one

leaves the positive plate. Thus the accumulated charge on the electrodes is equal to the

integral of the current, as well as being proportional to the voltage (as discussed above).

As with any antiderivative, a constant of integration is added to represent the initial

voltage v (t0). This is the integral form of the capacitor equation,

.

Taking the derivative of this, and multiplying by C, yields the derivative form,

.

The dual of the capacitor is the inductor, which stores energy in the magnetic field rather

than the electric field. Its current-voltage relation is obtained by exchanging current and

voltage in the capacitor equations and replacing C with the inductance L.
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1.3. DC circuits

A series circuit containing only a resistor, a capacitor, a switch and a constant DC source

of voltage V0 is known as a charging circuit. If the capacitor is initially uncharged while

the switch is open, and the switch is closed at t = 0, it follows from Kirchhoff's voltage

law that

Taking the derivative and multiplying by C, gives a first-order differential equation,

At t = 0, the voltage across the capacitor is zero and the voltage across the resistor is V0.

The initial current is then i (0) =V0 /R. With this assumption, the differential equation

yields

where τ0 = RC is the time constant of the system.

As the capacitor reaches equilibrium with the source voltage, the voltage across the

resistor and the current through the entire circuit decay exponentially. The case of

discharging a charged capacitor likewise demonstrates exponential decay, but with the

initial capacitor voltage replacing V0 and the final voltage being zero.
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1.4. AC circuits

Impedance, the complex sum of reactance and resistance, describes the phase difference

and the ratio of amplitudes between sinusoidally varying voltage and sinusoidally varying

current at a given frequency. Fourier analysis allows any signal to be constructed from a

spectrum of frequencies, whence the circuit's reaction to the various frequencies may be

found. The reactance and impedance of a capacitor are respectively

where j is the imaginary unit and ω is the angular velocity of the sinusoidal signal. The - j

phase indicates that the AC voltage V = Z I lags the AC current by 90: the positive current

phase corresponds to increasing voltage as the capacitor charges, zero current

corresponds to instantaneous constant voltage, etc. Note that impedance decreases with

increasing capacitance and increasing frequency. This implies that a higher-frequency

signal or a larger capacitor results in a lower voltage amplitude per current amplitudean

AC "short circuit" or AC coupling. Conversely, for very low frequencies, the reactance

will be high, so that a capacitor is nearly an open circuit in AC analysisthose frequencies

have been "filtered out." Capacitors are different from resistors and inductors in that the

impedance is inversely proportional to the defining characteristic, i.e. capacitance.

2. Capacitor types

Practical capacitors are available commercially in many different forms. The type of internal

dielectric, the structure of the plates and the device packaging all strongly affect the

characteristics of the capacitor, and its applications.
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2.1. Dielectric materials

Most types of capacitor include a dielectric spacer, which increases their capacitance.

These dielectrics are most often insulators. However, low capacitance devices are

available with a vacuum between their plates, which allows extremely high voltage

operation and low losses. Variable capacitors with their plates open to the atmosphere

were commonly used in radio tuning circuits. Later designs use polymer foil dielectric

between the moving and stationary plates, with no significant air space between them.

Several solid dielectrics are available, including paper, plastic, glass, mica and ceramic

materials. Paper was used extensively in older devices and offers relatively high voltage

performance. However, it is susceptible to water absorption, and has been largely

replaced by plastic film capacitors. Plastics offer better stability and aging performance,

which makes them useful in timer circuits, although they may be limited to low operating

temperatures and frequencies. Ceramic capacitors are generally small, cheap and useful

for high frequency applications, although their capacitance varies strongly with voltage,

and they age poorly. They are broadly categorized as class 1 dielectrics, which have

predictable variation of capacitance with temperature or class 2 dielectrics, which can

operate at higher voltage. Glass and mica capacitors are extremely reliable, stable and

tolerant to high temperatures and voltages, but are too expensive for most mainstream

applications. Electrolytic capacitors and supercapacitors are used to store small and larger

amounts of energy, respectively, ceramic capacitors are often used in resonators, and

parasitic capacitance occurs in circuits wherever the simple conductor-insulator-

conductor sequence is formed unintentionally.

Electrolytic capacitors use an aluminum or tantalum plate with an oxide dielectric layer.

The second electrode is a liquid electrolyte, connected to the circuit by another foil plate.

Electrolytic capacitors offer very high capacitance but suffer from poor tolerances, high

instability, gradual loss of capacitance especially when subjected to heat, and high
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leakage current. The conductivity of the electrolyte drops at low temperatures, which

increases equivalent series resistance. While widely used for power-supply conditioning,

poor high-frequency characteristics make them unsuitable for many applications.

Tantalum capacitors offer better frequency and temperature characteristics than

aluminum, but higher dielectric absorption and leakage. OS-CON (or OC-CON)

capacitors are a polymerized organic semiconductor solid-electrolyte type that offers

longer life at higher cost than standard electrolytic capacitors.

Several other types of capacitor are available for specialist applications. supercapacitors

store large amounts of energy. Supercapacitors made from carbon aerogel, carbon

nanotubes, or highly porous electrode materials offer extremely high capacitance (as

much as 2,500 farads) and can be used in some applications instead of rechargeable

batteries. Alternating current capacitors are specifically designed to work on line (mains)

voltage AC power circuits. They are commonly used in electric motor circuits and are

often designed to handle large currents, so they tend to be physically large. They are

usually ruggedly packaged, often in metal cases that can be easily grounded/earthed.

They also tend to have rather high direct current breakdown voltages.

2.2. Structure

The arrangement of plates and dielectric has many variations depending on the desired

ratings of the capacitor. For small values of capacitance (microfarads and less), ceramic

disks use metallic coatings, with wire leads bonded to the coating. Larger values can be

made by multiple stacks of plates and disks. Larger value capacitors usually use a metal

foil or metal film layer deposited on the surface of a dielectric film to make the plates,

and a dielectric film of impregnated paper or plastic - these are rolled up to save space.

To reduce the series resistance and inductance for long plates, the plates and dielectric are
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staggered so that connection is made at the common edge of the rolled-up plates, not at

the ends of the foil or metalized film strips that comprise the plates.

The assembly is encased to prevent moisture entering the dielectric - early radio

equipment used a cardboard tube sealed with wax. Modern paper or film dielectric

capacitors are dipped in a hard thermoplastic. Large capacitors for high-voltage use may

have the roll form compressed to fit into a rectangular metal case, with bolted terminals

and bushings for connections. The dielectric in larger capacitors is often impregnated

with a liquid to improve its properties. Capacitors may have their connecting leads

arranged in many configurations, for example axially or radially. "Axial" means that the

leads are on a common axis, typically the axis of the capacitor's cylindrical body -- the

leads extend from opposite ends. Radial leads might more accurately be referred to as

tandem; they are rarely actually aligned along radii of the body's circle, so the term is

inexact, although universal. The leads (until bent!) are usually in planes parallel to that of

the flat body of the capacitor, and extend in the same direction; they are often parallel as

manufactured.

Small, cheap discoidal ceramic capacitors have existed since the 1930s, and remain in

widespread use. Since the 1980s, surface mount packages for capacitors have been

widely used. These packages are extremely small and lack connecting leads, allowing

them to be soldered directly onto the surface of printed circuit boards. Surface mount

components avoid undesirable high-frequency effects due to the leads and simplify

automated assembly, although manual handling is made difficult due to their small size.

Mechanically controlled variable capacitors allow the plate spacing to be adjusted, for

example by rotating or sliding a set of movable plates into alignment with a set of

stationary plates. Low cost variable capacitors squeeze together alternating layers of

aluminum and plastic with a screw. Electrical control of capacitance is achievable with

varactors (or varicaps), which are reverse-biased semiconductor diodes whose depletion
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region width varies with applied voltage. They are used in phase-locked loops, amongst

other applications.

3. Applications

Capacitors have many uses in electronic and electrical systems. They are so ubiquitous that it is a

rare electrical product that does not include at least one for some purpose.

3.1. System Energy Storage

A capacitor can store electric energy when disconnected from its charging circuit, so it

can be used like a temporary battery. Capacitors are commonly used in electronic devices

to maintain power supply while batteries are being changed. (This prevents loss of

information in volatile memory). In car audio systems, large capacitors store energy for

the amplifier to use on demand. UPS can be equipped with maintenance-free capacitors

to extend service life.

3.2. Pulsed power and weapons

Groups of large, specially constructed, low-inductance high-voltage capacitors (capacitor

banks) are used to supply huge pulses of current for many pulsed power applications.

These include electromagnetic forming, Marx generators, pulsed lasers (especially TEA

lasers), pulse forming networks, radar, fusion research, and particle accelerators.

Large capacitor banks (reservoir) are used as energy sources for the exploding-bridgewire

detonators or slapper detonators in nuclear weapons and other specialty weapons.

Experimental work is under way using banks of capacitors as power sources for

electromagnetic armour and electromagnetic railguns and coilguns.
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3.3. Power conditioning

Reservoir capacitors are used in power supplies where they smooth the output of a full or

half wave rectifier. They can also be used in charge pump circuits as the energy storage

element in the generation of higher voltages than the input voltage. Capacitors are

connected in parallel with the power circuits of most electronic devices and larger

systems (such as factories) to shunt away and conceal current fluctuations from the

primary power source to provide a "clean" power supply for signal or control circuits.

Audio equipment, for example, uses several capacitors in this way, to shunt away power

line hum before it gets into the signal circuitry. The capacitors act as a local reserve for

the DC power source, and bypass AC currents from the power supply. This is used in car

audio applications, when a stiffening capacitor compensates for the inductance and

resistance of the leads to the lead-acid car battery.

3.4. Power factor correction

In electric power distribution, capacitors are used for power factor correction. Such

capacitors often come as three capacitors connected as a three phase load. Usually, the

values of these capacitors are given not in farads but rather as a reactive power in volt-

amperes reactive (VAr). The purpose is to counteract inductive loading from devices like

electric motors and transmission lines to make the load appear to be mostly resistive.

Individual motor or lamp loads may have capacitors for power factor correction, or larger

sets of capacitors (usually with automatic switching devices) may be installed at a load

center within a building or in a large utility substation.
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3.5. Supression and coupling

3.5.1. Signal coupling

Because capacitors pass AC but block DC signals (when charged up to the

applied dc voltage), they are often used to separate the AC and DC components of

a signal. This method is known as AC coupling or "capacitive coupling". Here, a

large value of capacitance, whose value need not be accurately controlled, but

whose reactance is small at the signal frequency, is employed.

3.5.2. Decoupling

A decoupling capacitor is a capacitor used to decouple one part of a circuit from

another. Noise caused by other circuit elements is shunted through the capacitor,

reducing the effect they have on the rest of the circuit. It is most commonly used

between the power supply and ground. An alternative name is bypass capacitor as

it is used to bypass the power supply or other high impedance component of a

circuit.

3.5.3. Noise filters and snubbers

When an inductive circuit is opened, the current through the inductance collapses

quickly, creating a large voltage across the open circuit of the switch or relay. If

the inductance is large enough, the energy will generate a spark, causing the

contact points to oxidize, deteriorate, or sometimes weld together, or destroying a

solid-state switch. A snubber capacitor across the newly opened circuit creates a

path for this impulse to bypass the contact points, thereby preserving their life;

these were commonly found in contact breaker ignition systems, for instance.
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Similarly, in smaller scale circuits, the spark may not be enough to damage the

switch but will still radiate undesirable radio frequency interference (RFI), which

a filter capacitor absorbs. Snubber capacitors are usually employed with a low-

value resistor in series, to dissipate energy and minimize RFI. Such resistor-

capacitor combinations are available in a single package.

Capacitors are also used in parallel to interrupt units of a high-voltage circuit

breaker in order to equally distribute the voltage between these units. In this case

they are called grading capacitors. In schematic diagrams, a capacitor used

primarily for DC charge storage is often drawn vertically in circuit diagrams with

the lower, more negative, plate drawn as an arc. The straight plate indicates the

positive terminal of the device, if it is polarized.

3.5.4. Motor starters

In single phase squirrel cage motors, the primary winding within the motor

housing isn't capable of starting a rotational motion on the rotor, but is capable of

sustaining one. To start the motor, a secondary winding is used in series with a

non-polarized starting capacitor to introduce a lag in the sinusoidal current

through the starting winding. When the secondary winding is placed at an angle

with respect to the primary winding, a rotating electric field is created. The force

of the rotational field is not constant, but is sufficient to start the rotor spinning.

When the rotor comes close to operating speed, a centrifugal switch (or current-

sensitive relay in series with the main winding) disconnects the capacitor. The

start capacitor is typically mounted to the side of the motor housing. These are

called capacitor-start motors, and have relatively high starting torque. There are

also capacitor-run induction motors which have a permanently-connected phase-

shifting capacitor in series with a second winding. The motor is much like a two-

phase induction motor. Motor-starting capacitors are typically non-polarized
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electrolytic types, while running capacitors are conventional paper or plastic film

dielectric types.

3.5.5. Signal processing

The energy stored in a capacitor can be used to represent information, either in

binary form, as in DRAMs, or in analogue form, as in analog sampled filters and

CCDs. Capacitors can be used in analog circuits as components of integrators or

more complex filters and in negative feedback loop stabilization. Signal

processing circuits also use capacitors to integrate a current signal.

3.5.6. Tuned circuits

Capacitors and inductors are applied together in tuned circuits to select

information in particular frequency bands. For example, radio receivers rely on

variable capacitors to tune the station frequency. Speakers use passive analog

crossovers, and analog equalizers use capacitors to select different audio bands.

The resonant frequency f of a tuned circuit is a function of the inductance (L) and

capacitance (C) in series, and is given by:

where L is in henries and C is in farads.
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3.5.7. Sensing

Most capacitors are designed to maintain a fixed physical structure. However,

various factors can change the structure of the capacitor; the resulting change in

capacitance can be used to sense those factors.

▪ Changing the dielectric: The effects of varying the physical and/or

electrical characteristics of the dielectric can also be of use. Capacitors

with an exposed and porous dielectric can be used to measure humidity in

air. Capacitors are used to accurately measure the fuel level in airplanes;

as the fuel covers more of a pair of plates, the circuit capacitance

increases.

▪ Changing the distance between the plates: Capacitors with a flexible

plate can be used to measure strain or pressure. Industrial pressure

transmitters used for process control use pressure-sensing diaphragms,

which form a capacitor plate of an oscillator circuit. Capacitors are used as

the sensor in condenser microphones, where one plate is moved by air

pressure, relative to the fixed position of the other plate. Some

accelerometers use MEMS capacitors etched on a chip to measure the

magnitude and direction of the acceleration vector. They are used to detect

changes in acceleration, eg. as tilt sensors or to detect free fall, as sensors

triggering airbag deployment, and in many other applications. Some

fingerprint sensors use capacitors. Additionally, a user can adjust the pitch

of a theremin musical instrument by moving his hand since this changes

the effective capacitance between the user's hand and the antenna.

▪ Changing the effective area of the plates: Capacitive touch switches are

now used on many consumer electronic products.
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Topic : Inductors

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Define Inductor

 Learn about the Applications of Inductor

 Learn about the Kind of coils

 Learn about the Inductor construction

 Learn about the Q factor

Definition/Overview:

Inductor: An inductor is a passive electrical component that can store energy in a magnetic field

created by the electric current passing through it. An inductor's ability to store magnetic energy

is measured by its inductance, in units of henries. Typically an inductor is a conducting wire

shaped as a coil, the loops help create a strong magnetic field inside the coil due to Faraday's law

of induction. Inductors are one of the basic electronic components used in electronics where

current and voltage change with time, due to the ability of inductors to delay and reshape

alternating currents. An "ideal inductor" has inductance, but no resistance or capacitance, and

does not dissipate energy. A real inductor is equivalent to a combination of inductance, some

resistance due to the resistivity of the wire, and some capacitance. At some frequency, usually

much higher than the working frequency, a real inductor behaves as a resonant circuit (due to its

self capacitance). In addition to dissipating energy in the resistance of the wire, magnetic core

inductors may dissipate energy in the core due to hysteresis, and at high currents may show other

departures from ideal behavior due to nonlinearity.
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Key Points:

1. Applications of Inductor

Inductors are used extensively in analog circuits and signal processing. Inductors in conjunction

with capacitors and other components form tuned circuits which can emphasize or filter out

specific signal frequencies. Applications range from the use of large inductors in power supplies,

which in conjunction with filter capacitors remove residual hum or other fluctuations from the

direct current output, to the small inductance of the ferrite bead or torus installed around a cable

to prevent radio frequency interference from being transmitted down the wire. Smaller

inductor/capacitor combinations provide tuned circuits used in radio reception and broadcasting,

for instance. Two (or more) inductors which have coupled magnetic flux form a transformer,

which is a fundamental component of every electric utility power grid. The efficiency of a

transformer may decrease as the frequency increases due to eddy currents in the core material

and skin effect on the windings. Size of the core can be decreased at higher frequencies and, for

this reason, aircraft use 400 hertz alternating current rather than the usual 50 or 60 hertz,

allowing a great saving in weight from the use of smaller transformers.

An inductor is used as the energy storage device in some switched-mode power supplies. The

inductor is energized for a specific fraction of the regulator's switching frequency, and de-

energized for the remainder of the cycle. This energy transfer ratio determines the input-voltage

to output-voltage ratio. This XL is used in complement with an active semiconductor device to

maintain very accurate voltage control. Inductors are also employed in electrical transmission

systems, where they are used to depress voltages from lightning strikes and to limit switching

currents and fault current. In this field, they are more commonly referred to as reactors.
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Larger value inductors may be simulated by use of gyrator circuits.

2. Kind of coils

2.1. Ferrite honeycomb coil:

The honeycomb coils is wounded in a crisscross manner to reduce distributed

capacitance. It is used in the circuits tuners radio in the ranges of medium and long

waves, thanks to the shape of the winding are achieved inductive high values in low

volume.

2.2. Toroidal core coil:

A simple coil wound on a cylindrical form creates an external magnetic field with a north

and south pole. A toroidal coil can be created from a cylindrical coil by bending it into a

doughnut shape thereby merging the north and south poles. In a toroidal coil, the

magnetic flux is largely kept internal to the coil. This results in less magnetic radiation

from coil, and less sensitivity to external fields.

3. Inductor construction

An inductor is usually constructed as a coil of conducting material, typically copper wire,

wrapped around a core either of air or of ferromagnetic material. Core materials with a higher

permeability than air increase the magnetic field and confine it closely to the inductor, thereby

increasing the inductance. Low frequency inductors are constructed like transformers, with cores

of electrical steel laminated to prevent eddy currents. 'Soft' ferrites are widely used for cores

above audio frequencies, since they don't cause the large energy losses at high frequencies that
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ordinary iron alloys do. This is because of their narrow hysteresis curves, and their high

resistivity prevents eddy currents. Inductors come in many shapes. Most are constructed as

enamel coated wire wrapped around a ferrite bobbin with wire exposed on the outside, while

some enclose the wire completely in ferrite and are called "shielded". Some inductors have an

adjustable core, which enables changing of the inductance. Inductors used to block very high

frequencies are sometimes made by stringing a ferrite cylinder or bead on a wire.

Small inductors can be etched directly onto a printed circuit board by laying out the trace in a

spiral pattern. Some such planar inductors use a planar core. Small value inductors can also be

built on integrated circuits using the same processes that are used to make transistors.

Aluminium interconnect is typically used, laid out in a spiral coil pattern. However, the small

dimensions limit the inductance, and it is far more common to use a circuit called a "gyrator"

which uses a capacitor and active components to behave similarly to an inductor.

3.1. In electric circuits

An inductor opposes changes in current. An ideal inductor would offer no resistance to a

constant direct current; however, only superconducting inductors have truly zero

electrical resistance. In general, the relationship between the time-varying voltage v(t)

across an inductor with inductance L and the time-varying current i(t) passing through it

is described by the differential equation:

When there is a sinusoidal alternating current (AC) through an inductor, a sinusoidal

voltage is induced. The amplitude of the voltage is proportional to the product of the

amplitude (IP) of the current and the frequency ( f ) of the current.
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In this situation, the phase of the current lags that of the voltage by 90 degrees. If an

inductor is connected to a DC current source, with value I via a resistance, R, and then the

current source short circuited, the differential relationship above shows that the current

through the inductor will discharge with an exponential decay:

3.1.1. Laplace circuit analysis (s-domain)

When using the Laplace transform in circuit analysis, the transfer impedance of an ideal

inductor with no initial current is represented in the s domain by:

where

L is the inductance, and s is the complex frequency. If the inductor does have initial

current, it can be represented by adding a voltage source in series with the inductor,

having the value:

or by adding a current source in parallel with the inductor, having the value:

where

L is the inductance, and

I0 is the initial current in the inductor.
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3.2. Inductor networks

Inductors in a parallel configuration each have the same potential difference (voltage). To

find their total equivalent inductance (Leq):

The current through inductors in series stays the same, but the voltage across each

inductor can be different. The sum of the potential differences (voltage) is equal to the

total voltage. To find their total inductance:

These simple relationships hold true only when there is no mutual coupling of magnetic

fields between individual inductors.

3.3. Stored energy

The energy (measured in joules, in SI) stored by an inductor is equal to the amount of

work required to establish the current through the inductor, and therefore the magnetic

field. This is given by:

where L is inductance and I is the current through the inductor.
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4. Q factor

An ideal inductor will be lossless irrespective of the amount of current through the winding.

However, typically inductors have winding resistance from the metal wire forming the coils.

Since the winding resistance appears as a resistance in series with the inductor, it is often called

the series resistance. The inductor's series resistance converts electrical current through the coils

into heat, thus causing a loss of inductive quality. The quality factor (or Q) of an inductor is the

ratio of its inductive reactance to its resistance at a given frequency, and is a measure of its

efficiency. The higher the Q factor of the inductor, the closer it approaches the behavior of an

ideal, lossless, inductor. The Q factor of an inductor can be found through the following formula,

where R is its internal electrical resistance and ωL is capacitive or inductive reactance at

resonance:

By using a ferromagnetic core, the inductance is greatly increased for the same amount of

copper, multiplying up the Q. Cores however also introduce losses that increase with frequency.

A grade of core material is chosen for best results for the frequency band. At VHF or higher

frequencies an air core is likely to be used. Inductors wound around a ferromagnetic core may

saturate at high currents, causing a dramatic decrease in inductance (and Q). This phenomenon

can be avoided by using a (physically larger) air core inductor. A well designed air core inductor

may have a Q of several hundred. An almost ideal inductor (Q approaching infinity) can be

created by immersing a coil made from a superconducting alloy in liquid helium or liquid

nitrogen. This supercools the wire, causing its winding resistance to disappear. Because a

superconducting inductor is virtually lossless, it can store a large amount of electrical energy

within the surrounding magnetic field.
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Topic : Sinusoidal Alternating Waveforms

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Define Sine Wave

 Learn about the Production of Sine Wave

Definition/Overview:

Sine Wave: When an alternator produces AC voltage, the voltage switches polarity over time,

but does so in a very particular manner. When graphed over time, the wave traced by this voltage

of alternating polarity from an alternator takes on a distinct shape, known as a sine wave:

In the voltage plot from an electromechanical alternator, the change from one polarity to the

other is a smooth one, the voltage level changing most rapidly at the zero (crossover) point and

most slowly at its peak.

Key Points:

1. Sine Wave

The sine wave or sinusoid is a function that occurs often in mathematics, physics, signal

processing, audition, electrical engineering, and many other fields. Its most basic form is:
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which describes a wavelike function of time (t) with:

 peak deviation from center = A (aka amplitude)

 angular frequency ω, (radians per second)

 phase = θ

o When the phase is non-zero, the entire waveform appears to be shifted in time

by the amount θ/ω seconds. A negative value represents a delay, and a

positive value represents a "head-start".

The oscillation of an undamped spring-mass system around the equilibrium is a sine wave. The

sine wave is important in physics because it retains its waveshape when added to another sine

wave of the same frequency and arbitrary phase. It is the only periodic waveform that has this

property. This property leads to its importance in Fourier analysis and makes it acoustically

unique.

2. Production of Sine Wave

The reason why an electromechanical alternator outputs sine-wave AC is due to the physics of its

operation. The voltage produced by the stationary coils by the motion of the rotating magnet is

proportional to the rate at which the magnetic flux is changing perpendicular to the coils

(Faraday's Law of Electromagnetic Induction). That rate is greatest when the magnet poles are

closest to the coils, and least when the magnet poles are furthest away from the coils.

Mathematically, the rate of magnetic flux change due to a rotating magnet follows that of a sine

function, so the voltage produced by the coils follows that same function. If we were to follow

the changing voltage produced by a coil in an alternator from any point on the sine wave graph to

that point when the wave shape begins to repeat itself, we would have marked exactly one cycle

of that wave. This is most easily shown by spanning the distance between identical peaks, but

may be measured between any corresponding points on the graph. The degree marks on the

horizontal axis of the graph represent the domain of the trigonometric sine function, and also the

angular position of our simple two-pole alternator shaft as it rotates: Figure below
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Since the horizontal axis of this graph can mark the passage of time as well as shaft position in

degrees, the dimension marked for one cycle is often measured in a unit of time, most often

seconds or fractions of a second. When expressed as a measurement, this is often called the

period of a wave. The period of a wave in degrees is always 360, but the amount of time one

period occupies depends on the rate voltage oscillates back and forth.

A more popular measure for describing the alternating rate of an AC voltage or current wave

than period is the rate of that back-and-forth oscillation. This is called frequency. The modern

unit for frequency is the Hertz (abbreviated Hz), which represents the number of wave cycles

completed during one second of time. In the United States of America, the standard power-line

frequency is 60 Hz, meaning that the AC voltage oscillates at a rate of 60 complete back-and-

forth cycles every second. In Europe, where the power system frequency is 50 Hz, the AC

voltage only completes 50 cycles every second. A radio station transmitter broadcasting at a

frequency of 100 MHz generates an AC voltage oscillating at a rate of 100 million cycles every

second. Prior to the canonization of the Hertz unit, frequency was simply expressed as cycles

per second. Older meters and electronic equipment often bore frequency units of CPS (Cycles

Per Second) instead of Hz. Many people believe the change from self-explanatory units like CPS

to Hertz constitutes a step backward in clarity. A similar change occurred when the unit of

Celsius replaced that of Centigrade for metric temperature measurement. The name Centigrade

was based on a 100-count (Centi-) scale (-grade) representing the melting and boiling points of

H2O, respectively. The name Celsius, on the other hand, gives no hint as to the unit's origin or

meaning.

Period and frequency are mathematical reciprocals of one another. That is to say, if a wave has a

period of 10 seconds, its frequency will be 0.1 Hz, or 1/10 of a cycle per second:

An instrument called an oscilloscope, Figure below, is used to display a changing voltage over

time on a graphical screen. You may be familiar with the appearance of an ECG or EKG

(electrocardiograph) machine, used by physicians to graph the oscillations of a patient's heart

over time. The ECG is a special-purpose oscilloscope expressly designed for medical use.

General-purpose oscilloscopes have the ability to display voltage from virtually any voltage
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source, plotted as a graph with time as the independent variable. The relationship between period

and frequency is very useful to know when displaying an AC voltage or current waveform on an

oscilloscope screen. By measuring the period of the wave on the horizontal axis of the

oscilloscope screen and reciprocating that time value (in seconds), you can determine the

frequency in Hertz.

Voltage and current are by no means the only physical variables subject to variation over time.

Much more common to our everyday experience is sound, which is nothing more than the

alternating compression and decompression (pressure waves) of air molecules, interpreted by our

ears as a physical sensation. Because alternating current is a wave phenomenon, it shares many

of the properties of other wave phenomena, like sound. For this reason, sound (especially

structured music) provides an excellent analogy for relating AC concepts.

In Section 4 of this course you will cover these topics:
The Basic Elements And Phasors

Series And Parallel Ac Circuits

Series-Parallel Ac Networks And The Power Triangle

Ac Methods Of Analysis And Theorems

Topic : The Basic Elements And Phasors

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Define Phasor
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 Learn about the Phasor arithmetic

 Learn about the Phasor diagrams

 Learn about the Circuit laws

Definition/Overview:

Phasor: In physics and engineering, a phase vector ("phasor") is a representation of a sine wave

whose amplitude (A), phase (θ), and frequency (ω) are time-invariant. It is a subset of a more

general concept called analytic representation. Phasors reduce the dependencies on these

parameters to three independent factors, thereby simplifying certain kinds of calculations. In

particular, the frequency factor, which also includes the time-dependence of the sine wave, is

often common to all the components of a linear combination of sine waves. Using phasors, it can

be factored out, leaving just the static amplitude and phase information to be combined

algebraically (rather than trigonometrically). Similarly, linear differential equations can be

reduced to algebraic ones. The term phasor therefore often refers to just those two factors. In

older texts, a phasor is also referred to as a sinor.

Key Points:

1. Overview of Phasor

Euler's formula indicates that sine waves can be represented mathematically as the sum of two

complex-valued functions:
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or as the real part of one of the functions:

As indicated above, phasor can refer to either or just the complex constant,

In the latter case, it is understood to be a shorthand notation, encoding the

amplitude and phase of an underlying sinusoid.

An even more compact shorthand is angle notation: The sine wave can be understood

as the projection on the real axis of a rotating vector on the complex plane. The modulus of this

vector is the amplitude of the oscillations, while its argument is the total phase ωt + θ. The phase

constant θ represents the angle that the complex vector forms with the real axis at t = 0.

2. Phasor arithmetic

2.1. Multiplication by a constant (scalar)

Multiplication of the phasor by a complex constant,

produces another phasor. That means its only effect is to change the amplitude and phase

of the underlying sinusoid:

In electronics, would represent an impedance, which is independent of time.

Multiplying a phasor current by an impedance produces a phasor voltage. Note that if
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represents another phasor (in shorthand notation), the notation hides the time

dependence. But the product of two phasors (or squaring a phasor) would represent the

product of two sine waves, which is a non-linear operation and does not produce another

phasor.

2.2. Differentiation and integration

The time derivative or integral of a phasor produces another phasor. For example:

Therefore, in phasor representation, the time derivative of a sinusoid becomes just

multiplication by the constant, Similarly, integrating a phasor corresponds to

multiplication by The time-dependent factor, , is unaffected. When we solve

a linear differential equation with phasor arithmetic, we are merely factoring out of

all terms of the equation, and reinserting it into the answer. For example, consider the

following differential equation for the voltage across the capacitor in an RC circuit:

When the voltage source in this circuit is sinusoidal:

we may substitute:
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where phasor and phasor is the unknown quantity to be determined.

In the phasor shorthand notation, the differential equation reduces to:

Solving for the phasor capacitor voltage gives:

As we have seen, the complex constant factor represents differences of the amplitude and

phase of relative to and

In polar coordinate form, the factor is:

2.3. Addition

The sum of multiple phasors produces another phasor. That is because the sum of sine

waves with the same frequency is also a sine wave:

In physics, this sort of addition occurs when sine waves "interfere" with each other,

constructively or destructively. Another way to view the calculations above is that two

vectors with coordinates [A1 cos(ωt+θ1), A1 sin(ωt+θ1)] and [A2 cos(ωt+θ2), A2

sin(ωt+θ2)] are added vectorially to produce a resultant vector with coordinates [A3

cos(ωt+θ3), A3 sin(ωt+θ3)].
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A key point is that A3 and θ3 do not depend on ω or t, which is what makes phasor

notation possible. When the time-dependence is suppressed, the vector addition,

expressed in polar coordinates, can be written this way:

The vector concept provides useful insight into questions like this: "What phase

difference would be required between three identical waves for perfect cancellation?" In

this case, simply imagine taking three vectors of equal length and placing them head to

tail such that the last head matches up with the first tail. Clearly, the shape which satisfies

these conditions is an equilateral triangle, so the angle between each phasor to the next is

120 (2π/3 radians), or one third of a wavelength λ/3. So the phase difference between each

wave must also be 120, as is the case in three-phase power. In other words, what this

shows is:

In the example of three waves, the phase difference between the first and the last wave

was 240 degrees, while for two waves destructive interference happens at 180 degrees. In

the limit of many waves, the phasors must form a circle for destructive interference, so

that the first phasor is nearly parallel with the last. This means that for many sources,

destructive interference happens when the first and last wave differ by 360 degrees, a full

wavelength λ. This is why in single slit diffraction, the minima occurs when light from

the far edge travels a full wavelength further than the light from the near edge.

3. Phasor diagrams

Electrical engineers, electronics engineers, electronic engineering technicians and aircraft

engineers all use phasor diagrams to visualize complex constants and variables (phasors). Like
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vectors, arrows drawn on graph paper or computer displays represent phasors. Cartesian and

polar representations each have advantages.

4. Circuit laws

 Ohm's law for resistors: a resistor has no time delays and therefore doesn't change the

phase of a signal therefore V=IR remains valid.

 Ohm's law for resistors, inductors, and capacitors: V=IZ where Z is the complex

impedance.

 In an AC circuit we have real power (P) which is a representation of the average power

into the circuit and reactive power (Q) which indicates power flowing back and forward.

We can also define the complex power S=P+iQ and the apparent power which is the

magnitude of S. The power law for an AC circuit expressed in phasors is then S=VI*

(where I* is the complex conjugate of I).

 Kirchhoff's circuit laws work with phasors in complex form.

Given this we can apply the techniques of analysis of resistive circuits with phasors to analyze

single frequency AC circuits containing resistors, capacitors, and inductors. Multiple frequency

linear AC circuits and AC circuits with different waveforms can be analyzed to find voltages and

currents by transforming all waveforms to sine wave components with magnitude and phase then

analyzing each frequency separately, as allowed by the superposition theorem.
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Topic : Series And Parallel Ac Circuits

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about Resistors and Ohm's law in AC circuits

 Understand what are impedance and reactance?

 Learn about Capacitors and charging

 Learn about Inductors and the Farady emf

 Learn about Impedance of components

 Learn about RC Series combinations

 Learn about RL Series combinations

 Learn about RLC Series combinations

 Learn about Resonance

 Learn about Bandwidth and Q factor

 Learn about Complex impedance

Definition/Overview:

AC Circuit: In alternating current (AC) circuits, instead of a constant voltage supplied by a

battery, the voltage oscillates in a sine wave pattern, varying with time as:

V = V0sin wt

where w is the angular frequency related to the frequency f by: w = 2pf. In a circuit which only

involves resistors, the current and voltage are in phase with each other, which means that the

peak voltage is reached at the same instant as peak current. In circuits which have capacitors and

inductors (coils) the phase relationships will be quite different.
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A capacitor is a device for storing charge. It turns out that there is a 90 phase difference between

the current and voltage, with the current reaching its peak 90 (1/4 cycle) before the voltage

reaches its peak. Put another way, the current leads the voltage by 90 in a purely capacitive

circuit. A capacitor in an AC circuit exhibits a kind of resistance called capacitive reactance,

measured in ohms. This depends on the frequency of the AC voltage, and is given by:

XC = 1 / wC = 1 / 2pfC.

where C is the capacitance of the capacitor measured in farads. We can use the capacitive

reactance like a resistance (because, really, it is a resistance) in an equation of the form

V = IR to get the voltage across the capacitor: V = IXC.

An inductor is simply a coil of wire (often wrapped around a piece of ferromagnet). If we look

at a circuit composed only of an inductor and an AC power source, we will again find that there

is a 90 phase difference between the voltage and the current in the inductor. This time, however,

the current lags the voltage by 90, so it reaches its peak 1/4 cycle after the voltage peaks. As

with the capacitor, this is usually put in terms of the effective resistance of the inductor. This

effective resistance is known as the inductive reactance. This is given by:

XL = wL = 2pfL.

where L is the inductance of the coil (this depends on the geometry of the coil and whether it has

a ferromagnetic core). The unit of inductance is henry. As with capacitive reactance, the voltage

across the inductor is given by: V = IXC.
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Key Points:

1. Resistors and Ohm's law in AC circuits

The voltage v across a resistor is proportional to the current i travelling through it. Further, this is

true at all times: v = Ri. So, if the current in a resistor is

i = Im . sin (ωt) , we write:

v = R.i = R.Im sin (ωt)

v = Vm. sin (ωt) where;

Vm = R.Im

So for a resistor, the peak value of voltage is R times the peak value of current. Further, they are

in phase: when the current is a maximum, the voltage is also a maximum. (Mathematically, φ

= 0.) The first animation shows the voltage and current in a resistor as a function of time. The

rotating lines in the right hand part of the animation are a very simple case of a phasor diagram

(named, I suppose, because it is a vector representation of phase). With respect to the x and y

axes, radial vectors or phasors representing the current and the voltage across the resistance

rotate with angular velocity ω. The lengths of these phasors represent the peak current Im and

voltage Vm. The y components are Im sin (ωt) = i(t) and voltage Vm sin (ωt)= v(t). You can

compare i(t) and v(t) in the animation with the vertical components of the phasors. The

animation and phasor diagram here are simple, but they will become more useful when we

consider components with different phases and with frequency dependent behavior.

2. What are impedance and reactance?

Circuits in which current is proportional to voltage are called linear circuits. (As soon as one

inserts diodes and transistors, circuits cease to be linear, but that's another story.) The ratio of

voltage to current in a resistor is its resistance. Resistance does not depend on frequency, and in

resistors the two are in phase, as we have seen in the animation. However, circuits with only

resistors are not very interesting.
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In general, the ratio of voltage to current does depend on frequency and in general there is a

phase difference. So impedance is the general name we give to the ratio of voltage to current. It

has the symbol Z. Resistance is a special case of impedance. Another special case is that in

which the voltage and current are out of phase by 90: this is an important case because when this

happens, no power is lost in the circuit. In this case where the voltage and current are out of

phase by 90, the ratio of voltage to current is called the reactance, and it has the symbol X. We

return to summarise these terms and give expressions for them below in the section Impedance

of components, but first let us see why there are frequency dependence and phase shifts for

capacitors and for inductors.

3. Capacitors and charging

The voltage on a capacitor depends on the amount of charge you store on its plates. The current

flowing onto the positive capacitor plate (equal to that flowing off the negative plate) is by

definition the rate at which charge is being stored. So the charge Q on the capacitor equals the

integral of the current with respect to time. From the definition of the capacitance,

vC = q/C, so,

Now remembering that the integral is the area under the curve (shaded blue), we can see in the

next animation why the current and voltage are out of phase. Once again we have a sinusoidal

current i = Im . sin (ωt), so integration gives:

(The constant of integration has been set to zero so that the average charge on the capacitor is 0).

Now we define the capacitive reactance XC as the ratio of the magnitude of the voltage to the

magnitude of the current in a capacitor. From the equation above, we see that XC = 1/ωC. Now

we can rewrite the equation above to make it look like Ohm's law. The voltage is proportional to

the current, and the peak voltage and current are related by
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Vm = XC.Im.

Note the two important differences. First, there is a difference in phase: the integral of the

sinusoidal current is a negative cos function: it reaches its maximum (the capacitor has maximum

charge) when the current has just finished flowing forwards and is about to start flowing

backwards. Run the animation again to make this clear. Looking at the relative phase, the voltage

across the capacitor is 90, or one quarter cycle, behind the current. We can see also see how the

φ = 90 phase difference affects the phasor diagrams at right. Again, the vertical component of a

phasor arrow represents the instantaneous value of its quanitity. The phasors are rotating counter

clockwise (the positive direction) so the phasor representing VC is 90 behind the current (90

clockwise from it).

Recall that reactance is the name for the ratio of voltage to current when they differ in phase by

90. (If they are in phase, the ratio is called resistance.) Another difference between reactance and

resistance is that the reactance is frequency dependent. From the algebra above, we see that the

capacitive reactance XC decreases with frequency . This is shown in the next animation: when

the frequency is halved but the current amplitude kept constant, the capacitor has twice as long to

charge up, so it generates twice the potential difference. The blue shading shows q, the integral

under the current curve (light for positive, dark for negative). The second and fourth curves show

VC = q/C. See how the lower frequency leads to a larger charge (bigger shaded area before

changing sign) and therefore a larger VC. Thus for a capacitor, the ratio of voltage to current

decreases with frequency.

4. Inductors and the Farady emf

An inductor is usually a coil of wire. In an ideal inductor, the resistance of this wire is

negligibile, as is its capacitance. The voltage that appears across an inductor is due to its own

magnetic field and Faraday's law of electromagnetic induction. The current i(t) in the coil sets up

a magnetic field, whose magnetic flux φB is proportional to the field strength, which is
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proportional to the current flowing. (Do not confuse the phase φ with the flux φB.) So we define

the (self) inductance of the coil thus:

φB(t) = L.i(t).

Faraday's law gives the emf EL = - dφB/dt. Now this emf is a voltage rise, so for the voltage drop

vL across the inductor, we have:

Again we define the inductive reactance XL as the ratio of the magnitudes of the voltage and

current, and from the equation above we see that XL = ωL. Again we note the analogy to Ohm's

law: the voltage is proportional to the current, and the peak voltage and currents are related by

Vm = XL.Im.

Remembering that the derivative is the local slope of the curve (the purple line), we can see in

the next animation why voltage and current are out of phase in an inductor. Again, there is a

difference in phase: the derivative of the sinusoidal current is a cos function: it has its maximum

(largest voltage across the inductor) when the current is changing most rapidly, which is when

the current is intantaneously zero. The animation should make this clear. The voltage across the

ideal inductor is 90 ahead of the current, (ie it reaches its peak one quarter cycle before the

current does). Note how this is represented on the phasor diagram. Again we note that the

reactance is frequency dependent XL = ωL. This is shown in the next animation: when the

frequency is halved but the current amplitude kept constant, the current is varying only half as

quickly, so its derivative is half as great, as is the Faraday emf. For an inductor, the ratio of

voltage to current increases with frequency, as the next animation shows.

5. Impedance of components

Let's recap what we now know about voltage and curent in linear components. The impedance is

the general term for the ratio of voltage to current. Resistance is the special case of impedance
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when φ = 0, reactance the special case when φ = 90. The table below summarises the impedance

of the different components. It is easy to remember that the voltage on the capacitor is behind the

current, because the charge doesn't build up until after the current has been flowing for a while.

The same information is given graphically below. It is easy to remember the frequency

dependence by thinking of the DC (zero frequency) behaviour: at DC, an inductance is a short

circuit (a piece of wire) so its impedance is zero. At DC, a capacitor is an open circuit, as its

circuit diagram shows, so its impedance goes to infinity.

6. RC Series combinations

When we connect components together, Kirchoff's laws apply at any instant. So the voltage v(t)

across a resistor and capacitor in the series is just

vseries(t) = vR(t) + vC(t).

however the addition is complicated because the two are not in phase. The next animation makes

this clear: they add to give a new sinusoidal voltage, but the amplitude is less than VmR(t) +

VmC(t). Similarly, the AC voltages (amplitude times √2) do not add up. This may seem

confusing, so it's worth repeating:

vseries = vR + vC but:

Vseries < VR + VC.

This should be clear on the animation and the still graphic below: check that the voltages v(t) do

add up, and then look at the magnitudes. The amplitudes and the RMS voltages V do not add up

in a simple arithmetical way. Here's where phasor diagrams are going to save us a lot of work.

Play the animation again (click play), and look at the projections on the vertical axis. Because we

have sinusoidal variation in time, the vertical component (magnitude times the sine of the angle

it makes with the x axis) gives us v(t). But the y components of different vectors, and therefore

phasors, add up simply: if
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rtotal = r1 + r2, then;

ry total = ry1 + ry2.

So v(t), the sum of the y projections of the component phasors, is just the y projection of the sum

of the component phasors. So we can represent the three sinusoidal voltages by their phasors.

(While you're looking at it, check the phases. You'll see that the series voltage is behind the

current in phase, but the relative phase is somewhere between 0 and 90, the exact value

depending on the size of VR and VC. Now let's stop that animation and label the values, which

we do in the still figure below. All of the variables (i, vR, vC, vseries) have the same frequency f

and the same angular frequency ω, so their phasors rotate together, with the same relative phases.

So we can 'freeze' it in time at any instant to do the analysis. The convention I use is that the x

axis is the reference direction, and the reference is whatever is common in the circuit. In this

series circuit, the current is common. (In a parallel circuit, the voltage is common, so I would

make the voltage the horizontal axis.)

The phasor diagram at right shows us a simple way to calculate the series voltage. The

components are in the series, so the current is the same in both. The voltage phasors (brown for

resistor, blue for capacitor in the convention we've been using) add according to vector or phasor

addition, to give the series voltage (the red arrow). By now you don't need to look at v(t), you

can go straight from the circuit diagram to the phasor diagram, like this:

From Pythagoras' theorem:

V2
mRC = V2

mR + V2
mC

If we divide this equation by two, and remembering that the RMS value V = Vm/√2, we also get:

Now this looks like Ohm's law again: V is proportional to I. Their ratio is the series impedance,

Zseries and so for this series circuit,
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Note the frequency dependence of the series impedance ZRC: at low frequencies, the impedance

is very large, because the capacitive reactance 1/ωC is large (the capacitor is open circuit for

DC). At high frequencies, the capacitive reactance goes to zero (the capacitor doesn't have time

to charge up) so the series impedance goes to R. At the angular frequency ω = ωo = 1/RC, the

capacitive reactance 1/ωC equals the resistance R.

Remember how, for two resistors in the series, you could just add the resistances: Rseries = R1 +

R2 to get the resistance of the series combination. That simple result comes about because the

two voltages are both in phase with the current, so their phasors are parallel. Because the phasors

for reactances are 90 out of phase with the current, the series impedance of a resistor R and a

reactance X are given by Pythagoras' law:

Zseries
2 = R2 + X2 .

6.1. Ohm's law in AC

We can rearrange the equations above to obtain the current flowing in this circuit.

Alternatively we can simply use the Ohm's Law analogy and say that I = Vsource/ZRC.

Either way we get;

where the current goes to zero at DC (capacitor is open circuit) and to V/R at high

frequencies (no time to charge the capacitor).

So far we have concentrated on the magnitude of the voltage and current. We now derive

expressions for their relative phase, so let's look at the phasor diagram again.

From simple trigonometry, the angle by which the current leads the voltage is

tan-1 (VC/VR) = tan-1 (IXC/IR)
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= tan-1 (1/ωRC) = tan-1 (1/2πfRC).

However, we shall refer to the angle φ by which the voltage leads the current. The

voltage is behind the current because the capacitor takes time to charge up, so φ is

negative, ie:

φ = tan-1 (1/ωRC) = tan-1 (1/2πfRC).

At low frequencies, the impedance of the series RC circuit is dominated by the capacitor,

so the voltage is 90 behind the current. At high frequencies, the impedance approaches R

and the phase difference approaches zero. The frequency dependence of Z and φ are

important in the applications of RC circuits. The voltage is mainly across the capacitor at

low frequencies, and mainly across the resistor at high frequencies. Of course the two

voltages must add up to give the voltage of the source, but they add up as vectors.

V2
RC = V2

R + V2
C.

So, by chosing to look at the voltage across the resistor, you select mainly the high

frequencies, across the capacitor, you select low frequencies. This brings us to one of the

very important applications of RC circuits, and one which merits its own page: filters,

integrators and differentiators where we use sound files as examples of RC filtering.

7. RL Series combinations

In an RL series circuit, the voltage across the inductor is aheadof the current by 90, and the

inductive reactance, as we saw before, is XL = ωL. It is straightforward to use Pythagoras' law to

obtain the series impedance and trigonometry to obtain the phase. We shall not, however, spend

much time on RL circuits, for three reasons. First, it makes a good exercise for you to do it

yourself. Second, RL circuits are used much less than RC circuits. This is because inductors are

always* too big, too expensive and the wrong value, a proposition you can check by looking at
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an electronics catalogue. If you can use a circuit involving any number of Rs, Cs, transistors,

integrated circuits etc to replace an inductor, one usually does. The third reason why we don't

look closely at RL circuits on this site is that you can simply look at RLC circuits (below) and

omit the phasors and terms for the capacitance.

8. RLC Series combinations

Now let's put a resistor, capacitor and inductor in series. At any given time, the voltage across

the three components in series, vseries(t), is the sum of these:

vseries(t) = vR(t) + vL(t) + vC(t), The current i(t) we shall keep sinusoidal, as before. The voltage

across the resistor, vR(t), is in phase with the current. That across the inductor, vL(t), is 90 ahead

and that across the capacitor, vC(t), is 90 behind. Once again, the time-dependent voltages v(t)

add up at any time, but the RMS voltages V do not simply add up. Once again they can be added

by phasors representing the three sinusoidal voltages. Again, let's 'freeze' it in time for the

purposes of the addition, which we do in the graphic below. Once more, be careful to distinguish

v and V. - VC, so Pythagoras now gives us:

V2
series = V2

R + (VL - VC)2.

Now VR = IR, VL = IXL = ωL and VC = IXC= 1/ωC. Substituting and taking the common factor I

gives:

where Zseries is the series impedance: the ratio of the voltage to current in an RLC series ciruit.

Note that, once again, reactances and resistances add according to Pythagoras' law:

Zseries
2 = R2 + Xtotal

2 .

= R2 + (XL XC)2.
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Remember that the inductive and capacitive phasors are 180 out of phase, so their reactances

tend to cancel.

φ = tan-1 ((VL - VC)/VR).

The dependence of Zseries and φ on the angular frequency ω is shown in the next figure. The

angular frequency ω is given in terms of a particular value ωo, the resonant frequency

(ωo
2 = 1/LC), which we meet below.

(Setting the inductance term to zero gives back the equations we had above for RC circuits,

though note that phase is negative, meaning (as we saw above) that voltage lags the current.

Similarly, removing the capacitance terms gives the expressions that apply to RL circuits.). The

next graph shows us the special case where the frequency is such that VL = VC. Because vL(t)

and vC are 180 out of phase, this means that vL(t) = vC(t), so the two reactive voltages cancel

out, and the series voltage is just equal to that across the resistor. This case is called series

resonance, which is our next topic.

9. Resonance

Note that the expression for the series impedance goes to infinity at high frequency because of

the presence of the inductor, which produces a large emf if the current varies rapidly. Similarly it

is large at very low frequencies because of the capacitor, which has a long time in each half cycle

in which to charge up. As we saw in the plot of Zseriesω above, there is a minimum value of the

series impedance, when the voltages across the capacitor and inductor are equal and opposite, ie

vL(t) = vC(t) so VL(t) = VC, so ωL = 1/ωC so the frequency at which this occurs is:

where ωo and fo are the angular and cyclic frequencies of resonance, respectively. At resonance,

series impedance is a minimum, so the voltage for a given current is a minimum (or the current
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for a given voltage is a maximum). This phenomenon gives the answer to our teaser question at

the beginning. In an RLC series circuit in which the inductor has relatively low internal

resistance r, it is possible to have a large voltage across the inductor, an almost equally large

voltage across capacitor but, as the two are nearly 180 degrees out of phase, their voltages almost

cancel, giving a total series voltage that is quite small. This is one way to produce a large voltage

oscillation with only a small voltage source. In the circuit diagram at right, the coil corresponds

to both the inducance L and the resistance r, which is why they are drawn inside a box

representing the physical component, the coil. Why are they in series? Because the current flows

through the coil and thus passes through both the inductance of the coil and its resistance.

10. Bandwidth and Q factor

At resonance, the voltages across the capacitor and the pure inductance cancel out, so the series

impedance takes its minimum value: Zo = R. Thus, if we keep the voltage constant, the current is

a maximum at resonance. The current goes to zero at low frequency, because XC becomes

infinite (the capacitor is open circuit for DC). The current also goes to zero at high frequency

because XL increases with ω (the inductor opposes rapid changes in the current). The graph

shows I(ω) for a circuit with a large resistor (lower curve) and for one with a small resistor

(upper curve). A circuit with low R, for a given L and C, has a sharp resonance. Increasing the

resistance makes the resonance less sharp. The former circuit is more selective: it produces high

currents only for a narrow bandwidth, ie a small range of ω or f. The circuit with higher R

responds to a wider range of frequencies and so has a larger bandwidth. The bandwidth Δω

(indicated by the horiztontal bars on the curves) is defined as the difference between the two

frequencies ω+ and ω- at which the circuit converts power at half the maximum rate. Now the

electrical power converted to heat in this circuit is I2R, so the maximum power is converted at

resonance, ω = ωo. The circuit converts power at half this rate when the current is Io/√2. The Q

value is defined as the ratio

Q = ωo/Δω.
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11. Complex impedance

The only difference from the presentation here is to consider cosusoids, rather than sinusoids. In

the animations above, we used sin waves so that the vertical projection of the phasors would

correspond to the height on the v(t) graphs. In complex algebra, we use cos waves and take their

projections on the (horizontal) real axis. The phasor diagrams have now become diagrams of

complex numbers, but otherwise look exactly the same. They still rotate at ωt, but in the complex

plane. The resistor has a real impedance R, the inductor's reactance is a positive imaginary

impedance

XL = jωL.

and the capacitor has a negative imaginary impedance

XC = j.1/ωC = 1/jωC.

Consequently, using bold face for complex quantities, we may write:

Zseries = (R2 + (jωL + 1/jωC)2)1/2

and so on. The algebra is relatively simple. The magnitude of any complex quantity gives the

magnitude of the quantity it represents, the phase angle its phase angle. Its real component is the

component in phase with the reference phase, and the imaginary component is the component

that is 90 ahead.
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Topic : Series-Parallel Ac Networks And The Power Triangle

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Define AC Power

 Learn about Real, reactive, and apparent power

 Learn about Unbalanced polyphase systems

 Learn about Reactive power flow

 Learn about Power factor

Definition/Overview:

AC Power: Power is defined as the rate of flow of energy past a given point. In alternating

current circuits, energy storage elements such as inductance and capacitance may result in

periodic reversals of the direction of energy flow. The portion of power flow that, averaged over

a complete cycle of the AC waveform, results in net transfer of energy in one direction is known

as real power. On the other hand, portion of power flow due to stored energy, which returns to

the source in each cycle, is known as reactive power.
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Key Points:

1. Real, reactive, and apparent power

Consider a simple alternating current (AC) circuit consisting of a source and a load, where both

the current and voltage are sinusoidal. If the load is purely resistive, the two quantities reverse

their polarity at the same time, the direction of energy flow does not reverse, and only real power

flows. If the load is purely reactive, then the voltage and current are 90 degrees out of phase and

there is no net power flow. This energy flowing backwards and forwards is known as reactive

power. A practical load will have resistive, inductive, and capacitive parts, and so both real and

reactive power will flow to the load. If a capacitor and an inductor are placed in parallel, then the

currents flowing through the inductor and the capacitor tend to cancel out rather than adding.

Conventionally, capacitors are considered to generate reactive power and inductors to consume

it. This is the fundamental mechanism for controlling the power factor in electric power

transmission; capacitors (or inductors) are inserted in a circuit to partially cancel reactive power

of the load.

The apparent power is the product of voltage and current. Apparent power is handy for sizing of

equipment or wiring. However, adding the apparent power for two loads will not accurately give

the total apparent power unless they have the same displacement between current and voltage

(the same power factor).

Engineers use the following terms to describe energy flow in a system (and assign each of them a

different unit to differentiate between them):

 Real power (P) - unit: watt (W).

 Reactive power (Q) - unit: volt-amperes reactive (var)

 Complex power (S) - unit: volt-ampere (VA)

 Apparent Power (|S|) , that is, the absolute value of complex power S - unit: volt-ampere

(VA)
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In the diagram, P is the real power, Q is the reactive power (in this case positive), S is the

complex power and the length of S is the apparent power. Reactive power does not transfer

energy, so it is represented as the imaginary basis. Real power moves energy, so it is the real

basis. The unit for all forms of power is the watt (symbol: W), but this unit is generally reserved

for real power. Apparent power is conventionally expressed in volt-amperes (VA) since it is the

product of rms voltage and rms current. The unit for reactive power is expressed as "VAr",

which stands for volt-amperes reactive. Since reactive power flow transfers no net energy to the

load, it is sometimes called "wattless" power.

Understanding the relationship between these three quantities lies at the heart of understanding

power engineering. The mathematical relationship among them can be represented by vectors or

expressed using complex numbers,

(where j is the imaginary unit). The complex value S is referred to as the complex power.

2. Power factor

The ratio between real power and apparent power in a circuit is called the power factor. Where

the waveforms are purely sinusoidal, the power factor is the cosine of the phase angle (φ)

between the current and voltage sinusoid waveforms. Equipment data sheets and nameplates

often will abbreviate power factor as "cosφ" for this reason. Power factor equals 1 when the

voltage and current are in phase, and is zero when the current leads or lags the voltage by 90

degrees. Power factors are usually stated as "leading" or "lagging" to show the sign of the phase

angle, where leading indicates a negative sign. For two systems transmitting the same amount of

real power, the system with the lower power factor will have higher circulating currents due to

energy that returns to the source from energy storage in the load. These higher currents in a

practical system will produce higher losses and reduce overall transmission efficiency. A lower
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power factor circuit will have a higher apparent power and higher losses for the same amount of

real power transfer. Purely capacitive circuits cause reactive power with the current waveform

leading the voltage wave by 90 degrees, while purely inductive circuits cause reactive power

with the current waveform lagging the voltage waveform by 90 degrees. The result of this is that

capacitive and inductive circuit elements tend to cancel each other out.

3. Reactive power flow

In power transmission and distribution, significant effort is made to control the reactive power

flow. This is typically done automatically by switching inductors or capacitor banks in and out,

by adjusting generator excitation, and by other means. Electricity retailers may use electricity

meters which measure reactive power to financially penalize customers with low power factor

loads. This is particularly relevant to customers operating highly inductive loads such as motors

at water pumping stations.

4. Unbalanced polyphase systems

While real power and reactive power are well defined in any system, the definition of apparent

power for unbalanced polyphase systems is considered to be one of the most controversial topics

in power engineering. Originally, apparent power arose merely as a figure of merit. Major

delineations of the concept are attributed to Stanley's Phenomena of Retardation in the Induction

Coil (1888) and Steinmetz's Theoretical Elements of Engineering (1915). However, with the

development of three phase power distribution, it became clear that the definition of apparent

power and the power factor could not be applied to unbalanced polyphase systems. In 1920, a

"Special Joint Committee of the AIEE and the National Electric Light Association met to resolve

the issue. They considered two definitions:
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that is, the quotient of the sums of the real powers for each phase over the sum of the apparent

power for each phase.

that is, the quotient of the sums of the real powers for each phase over the magnitude of the sum

of the complex powers for each phase.

Topic : Ac Methods Of Analysis And Theorems

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Define Network Analysis, Mesh analysis and Nodal Analysis

 Differentiate between Circuit and Network

 Learn about Thvenins Theorem and its calculation of equivalent

 Learn about Nortons Theorem and its calculation of equivalent

 Learn about Superposition Theorem

 Learn about Equivalent circuits

 Learn about Impedances in series and in parallel

Definition/Overview:

Network Analysis: A network, in the context of electronics, is a collection of interconnected

components. Network analysis is the process of finding the voltages across, and the currents

through, every component in the network. There are a number of different techniques for

achieving this. However, for the most part, they assume that the components of the network are
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all linear. The methods described in this article are only applicable to linear network analysis

except where explicitly stated.

Mesh analysis: Mesh Analysis (sometimes referred to as loop analysis or mesh current

method) is a method that is used to solve planar circuits for the voltage and currents at any place

in the circuit. Planar circuits are circuits that can be drawn on a plane with no wires overlapping

each other. Mesh analysis uses Kirchhoffs voltage law to solve these planar circuits. The

advantage of using mesh analysis is that it creates a systematic approach to solving planar

circuits and reduces the number of equations needed to solve the circuit for all of the voltages

and currents.

Nodal Analysis: In electrical engineering, nodal analysis, node-voltage analysis, or the branch

current method is a method of determining the voltage (potential difference) between "nodes"

(points where elements or branches connect) in an electrical circuit. It is used to solve for the

voltages and currents at any point in a circuit without working through many individual KCL or

KVL rules.

It reduces the number of equations that would have been developed through KCL and KVL to

just the equations that describe the voltage and current according to a node within the circuit

diagram. It uses KCL by realizing that the total current entering a node must equal the total

current leaving a node. KVL is used to find the currents by using the voltage drop between the

node and other nodes to find the current required to go through these paths to create the voltage

drop. In other words, nodal analysis uses KVL to find the voltages that would create currents that

would satisfy KCL.
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This method is very powerful as many different circuit elements can be modeled. Active circuit

elements such as operational amplifiers can be added to the analysis. These elements can be as

simple or complicated as desired to achieve the fidelity needed in the simulation. For example: A

number of different transistor models are available that can be used in the nodal analysis. The

only requirement is that the elements are linear.

Key Points:

1. Circuit vs Network

An electrical circuit is a collection of electrical components which accomplish a specific task

such as heating, lighting or running a motor. This collection may or may not form a complete

topological loop, depending on whether it is presently connected to power, integrated into a

larger device or circuit, or damaged. Sometimes, it is convenient to speak of an electrical circuit

as a network, de-emphasizing the return path. Return paths are sometimes omitted from circuit

diagrams, making the resulting graphic visually resemble a network topology rather than some

sort of loop topology.

2. Thvenins Theorem

In electrical circuit theory, Thvenin's theorem for linear electrical networks states that any

combination of voltage sources, current sources and resistors with two terminals is electrically

equivalent to a single voltage source V and a single series resistor R. For single frequency AC

systems the theorem can also be applied to general impedances, not just resistors. The theorem

was first discovered by German scientist Hermann von Helmholtz in 1853, but was then

rediscovered in 1883 by French telegraph engineer Lon Charles Thvenin (18571926). This

theorem states that a circuit of voltage sources and resistors can be converted into a Thvenin

equivalent, which is a simplification technique used in circuit analysis. The Thvenin equivalent
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can be used as a good model for a power supply or battery (with the resistor representing the

internal impedance and the source representing the electromotive force). The circuit consists of

an ideal voltage source in series with an ideal resistor.

3. Calculating the Thvenin equivalent

To calculate the equivalent circuit, one needs a resistance and some voltage - two unknowns.

And so, one needs two equations. These two equations are usually obtained by using the

following steps, but any conditions one places on the terminals of the circuit should also work:

 Calculate the output voltage, VAB, when in open circuit condition (no load resistor -

meaning infinite resistance). This is VTh.

 Calculate the output current, IAB, when the output terminals are short circuited (load

resistance is 0). RTh equals VTh divided by this IAB.

 The equivalent circuit is a voltage source with voltage VTh in series with a resistance

RTh.

The Thvenin-equivalent voltage is the voltage at the output terminals of the original circuit.

When calculating a Thvenin-equivalent voltage, the voltage divider principle is often useful, by

declaring one terminal to be Vout and the other terminal to be at the ground point.The Thvenin-

equivalent resistance is the resistance measured across points A and B "looking back" into the

circuit. It is important to first replace all voltage- and current-sources with their internal

resistances. For an ideal voltage source, this means replace the voltage source with a short

circuit. For an ideal current source, this means replace the current source with an open circuit.

Resistance can then be calculated across the terminals using the formulae for series and parallel

circuits.
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4. Nortons Theorem

Norton's theorem for electrical networks states that any collection of voltage sources, current

sources, and resistors with two terminals is electrically equivalent to an ideal current source, I, in

parallel with a single resistor, R. For single-frequency AC systems the theorem can also be

applied to general impedances, not just resistors. The Norton equivalent is used to represent any

network of linear sources and impedances, at a given frequency. The circuit consists of an ideal

current source in parallel with an ideal impedance (or resistor for non-reactive circuits).

5. Calculation of a Norton equivalent circuit

The Norton equivalent circuit is a current source with current INo in parallel with a resistance

RNo. To find the equivalent,

 Find the Norton current INo. Calculate the output current, IAB, when a short circuit is the

load (meaning 0 resistance between A and B). This is INo.

 Find the Norton resistance RNo. When there are no dependent sources (i.e., all current

and voltage sources are independent), there are two methods of determining the Norton

impedance RNo.

o Calculate the output voltage, VAB, when in open circuit condition (i.e., no

load resistor meaning infinite load resistance). RNo equals this VAB divided

by INo. or

o Replace independent voltage sources with short circuits and independent

current sources with open circuits. The total resistance across the output port

is the Norton impedance RNo.

o However, when there are dependent sources, the more general method must

be used. This method is not shown below in the diagrams.

o Connect a constant current source at the output terminals of the circuit with a

value of 1 Ampere and calculate the voltage at its terminals. The quotient of

this voltage divided by the 1 A current is the Norton impedance RNo. This
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method must be used if the circuit contains dependent sources, but it can be

used in all cases even when there are no dependent sources.

6. Superposition Theorem

The superposition theorem for electrical circuits states that the total current in any branch of a

bilateral linear circuit equals the algebraic sum of the currents produced by each source acting

separately throughout the circuit. To ascertain the contribution of each individual source, all of

the other sources first must be "killed" (set to zero) by:

 Replacing all other voltage sources with a short circuit (thereby eliminating difference of

potential. i.e. V=0)

 Replacing all other current sources with an open circuit (thereby eliminating current. i.e.

I=0)

This procedure is followed for each source in turn, then the resultant currents are added to

determine the true operation of the circuit. The resultant circuit operation is the superposition of

the various voltage and current sources. The superposition theorem is very important in circuit

analysis. It is used in converting any circuit into its Norton equivalent or Thevenin equivalent.

7. Equivalent circuits

A useful procedure in network analysis is to simplify the network by reducing the number of

components. This can be done by replacing the actual components with other notional

components that have the same effect. A particular technique might directly reduce the number

of components, for instance by combining impedances in series. On the other hand it might

merely change the form in to one in which the components can be reduced in a later operation.

For instance, one might transform a voltage generator into a current generator using Norton's

theorem in order to be able to later combine the internal resistance of the generator with a

parallel impedance load.
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A resistive circuit is a circuit containing only resistors, ideal current sources, and ideal voltage

sources. If the sources are constant (DC) sources, the result is a DC circuit. The analysis of a

circuit refers to the process of solving for the voltages and currents present in the circuit. The

solution principles outlined here also apply to phasor analysis of AC circuits. Two circuits are

said to be equivalent with respect to a pair of terminals if the voltage across the terminals and

current through the terminals for one network have the same relationship as the voltage and

current at the terminals of the other network.

If V2 = V1 implies I2 = I1 for all (real) values of V1, then with respect to terminals ab and xy,

circuit 1 and circuit 2 are equivalent. The above is a sufficient definition for a one-port network.

For more than one port, then it must be defined that the currents and voltages between all pairs of

corresponding ports must bear the same relationship. For instance, star and delta networks are

effectively three port networks and hence require three simultaneous equations to fully specify

their equivalence.

8. Impedances in series and in parallel

Any two terminal network of impedances can eventually be reduced to a single impedance by

successive applications of impendances in series or impendances in parallel.

Impedances in series:

Impedances in parallel:

The above simplified for only two impedances in parallel:
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In Section 5 of this course you will cover these topics:
Resonance And Filters

Transformers And Three-Phase Systems

Pulse Waveforms And The Nonsinusoidal Response

Topic : Resonance And Filters

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Define Resonance and Electronic filters

 Learn about the Theory of Resonance

 Learn about the Resonators

 Learn about the Classification of Filters

Definition/Overview:

Resonance: In physics, resonance is the tendency of a system to oscillate at maximum amplitude

at certain frequencies, known as the system's resonance frequencies (or resonant frequencies). At

these frequencies, even small periodic driving forces can produce large amplitude vibrations,

because the system stores vibrational energy. When damping is small, the resonance frequency is

approximately equal to the natural frequency of the system, which is the frequency of free

vibrations. Resonant phenomena occur with all types of vibrations or waves: there is mechanical

resonance, acoustic resonance, electromagnetic resonance, NMR, ESR and resonance of
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quantum wave functions. Resonant systems can be used to generate vibrations of a specific

frequency, or pick out specific frequencies from a complex vibration containing many

frequencies.

Electronic filters: Electronic filters are electronic circuits which perform signal processing

functions, specifically to remove unwanted frequency components from the signal and/or to

enhance wanted ones. Electronic filters can be:

 passive or active

 analog or digital

 high-pass, low-pass, bandpass, band-reject (band reject; notch), or all-pass.

 discrete-time (sampled) or continuous-time

 linear or non-linear

 infinite impulse response (IIR type) or finite impulse response (FIR type)

The most common types of electronic filters are linear filters, regardless of other aspects of their

design.

Key Points:

1. Theory of Resonance

For a linear oscillator with a resonance frequency Ω, the intensity of oscillations I when the

system is driven with a driving frequency ω is given by:

The intensity is defined as the square of the amplitude of the oscillations. This is a Lorentzian

function, and this response is found in many physical situations involving resonant systems. Γ is

a parameter dependent on the damping of the oscillator, and is known as the linewidth of the
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resonance. Heavily damped oscillators tend to have broad linewidths, and respond to a wider

range of driving frequencies around the resonance frequency. The linewidth is inversely

proportional to the Q factor, which is a measure of the sharpness of the resonance.

2. Resonators

A physical system can have as many resonance frequencies as it has degrees of freedom; each

degree of freedom can vibrate as a harmonic oscillator. Systems with one degree of freedom,

such as a mass on a spring, pendulums, balance wheels, and LC tuned circuits have one

resonance frequency. Systems with two degrees of freedom, such as coupled pendulums and

resonant transformers can have two resonance frequencies. As the number of coupled harmonic

oscillators grows, the time it takes to transfer energy from one to the next becomes significant.

The vibrations in them begin to travel through the coupled harmonic oscillators in waves, from

one oscillator to the next.

Extended objects that experience resonance due to vibrations inside them are called resonators,

such as organ pipes, vibrating strings, quartz crystals, microwave cavities, and laser rods. Since

these can be viewed as being made of millions of coupled moving parts (such as atoms), they can

have millions of resonance frequencies. The vibrations inside them travel as waves, at an

approximately constant velocity, bouncing back and forth between the sides of the resonator. If

the distance between the sides is , the length of a round trip is . In order to cause resonance,

the phase of a sinusoidal wave after a round trip has to be equal to the initial phase, so the waves

will reinforce. So the condition for resonance in a resonator is that the round trip distance, , be

equal to an integral number of wavelengths of the wave:

If the velocity of a wave is , the frequency is so the resonance frequencies are:
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So the resonance frequencies of resonators, called normal modes, are equally spaced multiples of

a lowest frequency called the fundamental frequency. The multiples are often called overtones.

There may be several such series of resonance frequencies, corresponding to different modes of

vibration.

3. Classification of Filters

3.1. Passive filters

Passive implementations of linear filters are based on combinations of resistors (R),

inductors (L) and capacitors (C). These types are collectively known as passive filters,

because they do not depend upon an external power supply. Inductors block high-

frequency signals and conduct low-frequency signals, while capacitors do the reverse. A

filter in which the signal passes through an inductor, or in which a capacitor provides a

path to ground, presents less attenuation to low-frequency signals than high-frequency

signals and is a low-pass filter. If the signal passes through a capacitor, or has a path to

ground through an inductor, then the filter presents less attenuation to high-frequency

signals than low-frequency signals and is a high-pass filter. Resistors on their own have

no frequency-selective properties, but are added to inductors and capacitors to determine

the time-constants of the circuit, and therefore the frequencies to which it responds. The

inductors and capacitors are the reactive elements of the filter. The number of elements

determines the order of the filter. In this context, an LC tuned circuit being used in a

band-pass or band-stop filter is considered a single element even though it consists of two

components. At high frequencies (above about 100 megahertz), sometimes the inductors

consist of single loops or strips of sheet metal, and the capacitors consist of adjacent

strips of metal. These inductive or capacitive pieces of metal are called stubs.
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3.2. Single element types

The simplest passive filters consist of a single reactive element. These are constructed of

RC, RL, LC or RLC elements. The quality or "Q" factor is a measure that is sometimes

used to describe simple band-pass or band-stop filters. A filter is said to have a high Q if

it selects or rejects a range of frequencies that is narrow in comparison to the centre

frequency. Q may be defined for bandpass and band-reject filters as the ratio of centre

frequency divided by 3dB bandwidth. It is not commonly employed with higher order

filters where other parameters are of more concern, and for high-pass or low-pass filters

Q is not normally related to bandwidth.

3.2.1. High-pass T filter

Three-element filters can have a 'T' or 'π' topology and in either geometries, a

low-pass, high-pass, band-pass, or band-stop characteristic is possible. The

components can be chosen symmetric or not, depending on the required frequency

characteristics. The high-pass T filter in the illustration, has a very low impedance

at high frequencies, and a very high impedance at low frequencies. That means

that it can be inserted in a transmission line, resulting in the high frequencies

being passed and low frequencies being reflected. Likewise, for the illustrated

low-pass π filter, the circuit can be connected to a transmission line, transmitting

low frequencies and reflecting high frequencies. Using m-derived filter sections

with correct termination impedances, the input impedance can be reasonably

constant in the pass band.
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3.3. Multiple element types

Multiple element filters are usually constructed as a ladder network. These can be seen as

a continuation of the L,T and π designs of filters. More elements are needed when it is

desired to improve some parameter of the filter such as stop-band rejection or slope of

transition from pass-band to stop-band.

3.4. Active filters

Active filters are implemented using a combination of passive and active (amplifying)

components, and require an outside power source. Operational amplifiers are frequently

used in active filter designs. These can have high Q, and can achieve resonance without

the use of inductors. However, their upper frequency limit is limited by the bandwidth of

the amplifiers used.

3.5. Digital filters

Digital signal processing allows the inexpensive construction of a wide variety of filters.

The signal is sampled and an analog to digital converter turns the signal into a stream of

numbers. A computer program running on a CPU or a specialized DSP (or less often

running on a hardware implementation of the algorithm) calculates an output number

stream. This output can be converted to a signal by passing it through a digital to analog

converter. There are problems with noise introduced by the conversions, but these can be

controlled and limited for many useful filters. Due to the sampling involved, the input

signal must be of limited frequency content or aliasing will occur.
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Topic : Transformers And Three-Phase Systems

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Define Transformer

 Learn about the Basic principles

 Learn about the Classification of Transformer

 Learn about the Application of Transformer

Definition/Overview:

Transformer: A transformer is a device that transfers electrical energy from one circuit to

another through inductively coupled conductors the transformer's coils or "windings". Except for

air-core transformers, the conductors are commonly wound around a single iron-rich core, or

around separate but magnetically-coupled cores. A varying current in the first or "primary"

winding creates a varying magnetic field in the core (or cores) of the transformer. This varying

magnetic field induces a varying electromotive force (EMF) or "voltage" in the "secondary"

winding. This effect is called mutual induction. If a load is connected to the secondary, an

electric current will flow in the secondary winding and electrical energy will flow from the

primary circuit through the transformer to the load. In an ideal transformer, the induced voltage

in the secondary winding (VS) is in proportion to the primary voltage (VP), and is given by the

ratio of the number of turns in the secondary to the number of turns in the primary as follows:
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By appropriate selection of the ratio of turns, a transformer thus allows an alternating current

(AC) voltage to be "stepped up" by making NS greater than NP, or "stepped down" by making NS

less than NP. Transformers come in a range of sizes from a thumbnail-sized coupling transformer

hidden inside a stage microphone to huge units weighing hundreds of tons used to interconnect

portions of national power grids. All operate with the same basic principles, although the range

of designs is wide. While new technologies have eliminated the need for transformers in some

electronic circuits, transformers are still found in nearly all electronic devices designed for

household ("mains") voltage. Transformers are essential for high voltage power transmission,

which makes long distance transmission economically practical.

Key Points:

1. Basic principles

The transformer is based on two principles: firstly, that an electric current can produce a

magnetic field (electromagnetism) and secondly that a changing magnetic field within a coil of

wire induces a voltage across the ends of the coil (electromagnetic induction). Changing the

current in the primary coil changes the magnitude of the applied magnetic field. The changing

magnetic flux extends to the secondary coil where a voltage is induced across its ends. A

simplified transformer design is shown to the left. A current passing through the primary coil

creates a magnetic field. The primary and secondary coils are wrapped around a core of very

high magnetic permeability, such as iron; this ensures that most of the magnetic field lines

produced by the primary current are within the iron and pass through the secondary coil as well

as the primary coil.
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1.1. Induction law

The voltage induced across the secondary coil may be calculated from Faraday's law of

induction, which states that:

where VS is the instantaneous voltage, NS is the number of turns in the secondary coil and

Φ equals the magnetic flux through one turn of the coil. If the turns of the coil are

oriented perpendicular to the magnetic field lines, the flux is the product of the magnetic

field strength B and the area A through which it cuts. The area is constant, being equal to

the cross-sectional area of the transformer core, whereas the magnetic field varies with

time according to the excitation of the primary. Since the same magnetic flux passes

through both the primary and secondary coils in an ideal transformer, the instantaneous

voltage across the primary winding equals

Taking the ratio of the two equations for VS and VP gives the basic equation for stepping

up or stepping down the voltage

1.2. Ideal power equation

If the secondary coil is attached to a load that allows current to flow, electrical power is

transmitted from the primary circuit to the secondary circuit. Ideally, the transformer is

perfectly efficient; all the incoming energy is transformed from the primary circuit to the

magnetic field and into the secondary circuit. If this condition is met, the incoming

electric power must equal the outgoing power.

Pincoming = IPVP = Poutgoing = ISVS
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giving the ideal transformer equation

If the voltage is increased (stepped up) (VS > VP), then the current is decreased (stepped

down) (IS < IP) by the same factor. Transformers are efficient so this formula is a

reasonable approximation. The impedance in one circuit is transformed by the square of

the turns ratio. For example, if an impedance ZS is attached across the terminals of the

secondary coil, it appears to the primary circuit to have an impedance of .

This relationship is reciprocal, so that the impedance ZP of the primary circuit appears to

the secondary to be .

2. Classification of Transformer

Transformers can be classified in different ways:

 By power level: from a fraction of a volt-ampere (VA) to over a thousand MVA;

 By frequency range: power-, audio-, or radio frequency;

 By voltage class: from a few volts to hundreds of kilovolts;

 By cooling type: air cooled, oil filled, fan cooled, or water cooled;

 By application function: such as power supply, impedance matching, output voltage and

current stabilizer, or circuit isolation;

 By end purpose: distribution, rectifier, arc furnace, amplifier output;

 By winding turns ratio: step-up, step-down, isolating (near equal ratio), variable.
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3. Application of Transformer

A major application of transformers is to increase voltage before transmitting electrical energy

over long distances through wires. Wires have resistance and so dissipate electrical energy at a

rate proportional to the square of the current through the wire. By transforming electrical power

to a high-voltage (and therefore low-current) form for transmission and back again afterwards,

transformers enable economic transmission of power over long distances. Consequently,

transformers have shaped the electricity supply industry, permitting generation to be located

remotely from points of demand. All but a tiny fraction of the world's electrical power has passed

through a series of transformers by the time it reaches the consumer.

Transformers are also used extensively in electronic products to step down the supply voltage to

a level suitable for the low voltage circuits they contain. The transformer also electrically isolates

the end user from contact with the supply voltage. Signal and audio transformers are used to

couple stages of amplifiers and to match devices such as microphones and record player s to the

input of amplifiers. Audio transformers allowed telephone circuits to carry on a two-way

conversation over a single pair of wires. Transformers are also used when it is necessary to

couple a differential-mode signal to a ground-referenced signal, and for between external cables

and internal circuits.

Topic : Pulse Waveforms And The Nonsinusoidal Response

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Define Electromagnetic Pulse

 Learn about Waveform

 Learn about Mathematical Description of Wave
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 Learn about the wave equation

 Learn about EMP and Nuclear Weapons

Definition/Overview:

Electromagnetic Pulse: The term electromagnetic pulse (sometimes abbreviated EMP) has the

following meanings:

 Electromagnetic radiation from an explosion (especially a nuclear explosion) or an

intensely fluctuating magnetic field caused by Compton-recoil electrons and

photoelectrons from photons scattered in the materials of the electronic or explosive

device or in a surrounding medium. The resulting electric and magnetic fields may couple

with electrical/electronic systems to produce damaging current and voltage surges. The

effects are usually not noticeable beyond the blast radius unless the device is nuclear or

specifically designed to produce an electromagnetic shockwave.

 A broadband, high-intensity, short-duration burst of electromagnetic energy.

Key Points:

1. Waveform

Waveform means the shape and form of a signal such as a wave moving in a solid, liquid or

gaseous medium. In many cases the medium in which the wave is being propagated does not

permit a direct visual image of the form. In these cases, the term 'waveform' refers to the shape

of a graph of the varying quantity against time or distance. An instrument called an oscilloscope

can be used to pictorially represent the wave as a repeating image on a CRT or LCD screen. By
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extension of the above, the term 'waveform' is now also sometimes used to describe the shape of

the graph of any varying quantity against time.

2. Mathematical Description of Wave

From a mathematical point of view, the most primitive or fundamental wave is harmonic

(sinusoidal) wave which is described by the equation f(x,t) = Asin(kx − ωt)), where A is the

amplitude of a wave - a measure of the maximum disturbance in the medium during one wave

cycle (the maximum distance from the highest point of the crest to the equilibrium). In the

illustration to the right, this is the maximum vertical distance between the baseline and the wave.

The units of the amplitude depend on the type of wave waves on a string have an amplitude

expressed as a distance (meters), sound waves as pressure (pascals) and electromagnetic waves

as the amplitude of the electric field (volts/meter). The amplitude may be constant (in which case

the wave is a c.w. or continuous wave), or may vary with time and/or position. The form of the

variation of amplitude is called the envelope of the wave.

The wavelength (denoted as λ) is the distance between two sequential crests (or troughs). This

generally is measured in meters; it is also commonly measured in nanometers for the optical part

of the electromagnetic spectrum. A wavenumber k can be associated with the wavelength by the

relation

The period T is the time for one complete cycle for an oscillation of a wave. The frequency f

(also frequently denoted as ν) is how many periods per unit time (for example one second) and is

measured in hertz. These are related by:
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In other words, the frequency and period of a wave are reciprocals of each other. The angular

frequency ω represents the frequency in terms of radians per second. It is related to the frequency

by:

There are two velocities that are associated with waves. The first is the phase velocity, which

gives the rate at which the wave propagates, is given by

The second is the group velocity, which gives the velocity at which variations in the shape of the

wave's amplitude propagate through space. This is the rate at which information can be

transmitted by the wave. It is given by:

3. The wave equation

The wave equation is a differential equation that describes the evolution of a harmonic wave

over time. The equation has slightly different forms depending on how the wave is transmitted,

and the medium it is traveling through. Considering a one-dimensional wave that is traveling

down a rope along the x-axis with velocity v and amplitude u (which generally depends on both x

and t), the wave equation is

In three dimensions, this becomes

where is the Laplacian.

The velocity v will depend on both the type of wave and the medium through which it is being

transmitted.
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A general solution for the wave equation in one dimension was given by d'Alembert. It is

This can be viewed as two pulses traveling down the rope in opposite directions; F in the +x

direction, and G in the −x direction. If we substitute for x above, replacing it with directions x, y,

z, we then can describe a wave propagating in three dimensions.

4. EMP and Nuclear Weapons

A nuclear electromagnetic pulse (EMP) is the time-varying electromagnetic radiation resulting

from a nuclear explosion. The development of the EMP is shaped by the initial nuclear radiation

from the explosionspecifically, the gamma radiation. High-energy electrons are produced in the

environment of the explosion when gamma rays collide with air molecules (a process called the

Compton effect). Positive and negative charges in the atmosphere are separated as the lighter,

negatively charged electrons are swept away from the explosion point and the heavier, positively

charged ionized air molecules are left behind. This charge separation produces a large electric

field. Asymmetries in the electric field are caused by factors such as the variation in air density

with altitude and the proximity of the explosion to Earth's surface. These asymmetries result in

time-varying electrical currents that produce the EMP. The characteristics of the EMP depend

strongly on the height of the explosion above the surface. EMP was first noticed in the United

States in the 1950s when electronic equipment failed because of induced currents and voltages

during some nuclear tests. In 1960 the potential vulnerability of American military equipment

and weapons systems to EMP was officially recognized. EMP can damage unprotected

electronic equipment, such as radios, radars, televisions, telephones, computers, and other

communication equipment and systems. EMP damage can occur at distances of tens, hundreds,

or thousands of kilometres from a nuclear explosion, depending on the weapon yield and the

altitude of the detonation.
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